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Abstract 
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Nature and Literature at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century. Uppsala, Department of Archae-
ology and Ancient History. 
 
Situated in environmental history and ecocriticism, this thesis traces the emergence of modern 
Japanese literature at the beginning of the twentieth century. Using agential realism and its con-
cepts ‘diffraction’ and ‘becoming’, this thesis conducts an anti-essential ecocritical analysis. It 
aims to overcome recurring dualisms in literary analyses and to trace negotiations of concepts such 
as ‘nature’ and ‘self’ in modern Japanese literature. The thesis scrutinises ‘diffractions’ between 
the subject and the object in novels and through very acts of producing novels. These ‘diffractions’ 
are analysed in relation to ‘becomings’ of the concept ‘nature’ as well as ‘literature’ in the context 
of Japanese modernisation. Based on diverse struggles in ‘becomings’ in modern literary history, 
the thesis concludes with questioning the cliché of Japanese culture (the lack of absolute ‘self’ and 
‘love of nature’) and also comments on analyses of ‘diffractions’ as a viable method for ecocritical 
analyses or the ‘ecologisation’ of literary analyses.  
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Introduction 

“For more than 10,000 years from the ancient times to the present, ‘the Beauty of Japan’ 
has respected the diversity of great nature, believing that all lifeforms have spirit, express-
ing this ‘mind’ of reverence for them. Japan has nurtured natural and cultural landscapes 
and treasured the ‘aesthetics’ of the ‘mind’ resonating and sympathising with nature, em-
bodying it through arts and crafts – such as ancient earthenware, sculptures like statues of 
Buddha, wood-block printings, paintings on a folding screen, lacquerware, dyed and wo-
ven textiles like the Japanese traditional costume of kimono, traditional noh and kabuki 
performing arts, literature, various other fields exemplified in contemporary comics and 
anime, and lifestyles in clothing, food, housing and others”1 (emphasis added). 

1.1. The Myth of Japanese ‘Love of Nature’ 

1.1.1. The Japanese ‘Love of Nature’ 
The above quoted text is from an introduction of the exhibition called Nihonhaku [The Japan Cul-
tural Expo]2, which holds a variety of cultural exhibitions and festivals across Japan before and 
after 2020. In connection with the Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics in 2020, Japan Cultural Af-
fairs Agency and Japan Arts Council are organising the extensive cultural exposition on Japanese 
culture and history. The above quoted short introduction of the exhibition builds on the idea of 
‘love of nature’ as being embedded in Japanese culture. The idea of Japanese ‘love of nature’ has 
been a persistent theme in many academic fields in and outside Japan, and debates on history, art 
and literature have centred around this idea (Kalland and Asquith 1997: 1; Kalland 2008: 260-261). 
I begin this thesis with a short exploration of ‘love of nature’ in the context of Japanese culture 
and, more broadly, modern environmentalism.  
 
The Japanese ‘love of nature’ is the idea that, from the ancient times up until now Japanese culture 
has upheld a good rapport with nature and that this harmonious relationship has been expressed in 
arts and culture (Saito 2008: 252). In the dominant discourse of Japanese closeness to nature, Jap-
anese culture and history have been contrasted with Judeo-Christian traditions that have been at-
tributed to the dismantlement of animisms, a construction of the nature/human dualism acting as 
a justification for over-exploitations of nature and environmental destruction as a result (Hōjō 
2003: 136; White 2008: 343; Kalland and Asquith 1997: 2; Kalland 2008: 260-261). The critical 
reflections on Judeo-Christianity in and outside Europe led to reappreciations of ‘eastern’4 and 
indigenous worldviews, which rather see humans as being with ‘nature’ and part of it (Yumoto 

                                                             
 
1 This is shown on the website (note 2) of the exhibition, and a brochure distributed in the National Theatre run by Japan Arts 
Council, which the author received in April 2019. While they have the English website too, what is written there does not have 
exactly the same nuances written in Japanese. Therefore, I made a direct translation from the Japanese one.  
2 The more detailed information about the expo can be found here: https://www.ntj.jac.go.jp/nihonhaku/en/ 
3 The criticisms of Judeo-Christianity Hōjō reviews here owes to the book by Lynn White, Jr., Machina ex Deo: essays in the 
dynamism of Western culture (1968). White acknowledges that Christianity has wide varieties, arguing that anthropocentric ideas 
can be seen the most in the medieval West. 
4 In environmental studies, the idealised ‘east’ usually includes at least China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan as Thornber (2012) men-
tions them (see also Rural Culture Association Japan 1999). On the other hand, ‘the west’ in Japanese (seiyō) usually refers to 
Europe and the United States. The term itself was already in use in Japan during the eighteenth century (Nihon kokugo daijiten 
2001a: 1263). 
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2011: 18; Suzuki 2007: 27). In the case of Japan, Buddhism and Shintoism, two of the most com-
mon ‘traditional’ Japanese thoughts5, can both be referred to ‘non-anthropocentric’. For instance, 
what has been mentioned frequently are a Japanese Buddhist idea that all beings can enter Nirvana 
and go through reincarnations, and Shintoism’s faith in animism–that is, the beliefs that ‘all 
lifeforms have spirit’ as the Japan Cultural Expo explains (Masuo et al. 2003: 16-17). 
 
However, even though it is true that nature has featured in literature and art throughout Japanese 
history and that Buddhism and Shintoism entail the equal respect of all beings, it needs to be em-
phasised that Japan has caused no less environmental deteriorations than ‘western’ countries (Hōjō 
2003: 136-137; Kameyama 1999: 206-207; Kalland 2008: 261). In this case, when the ‘east/west’ 
divide is taken as “ideological rather than geographical” (West 2010: 5), Japan could be classified 
as the ‘west’ as well (Ibid. 6). Thus, in Japanese culture there has been an ambivalent relationship 
to nature 6. In this thesis, I therefore ask questions how relationships between humans and nature 
have been articulated in Japanese culture, especially in literature, in the process of modernising 
Japan at the beginning of the twentieth century. To clarify my position, I do not emphasise moder-
nity as the origin of environmental destruction (see also Radkau 2008). Indeed, there are numerous 
studies of pre-modern environmental alternations and destruction in Japan (e.g. Tsujino 2011; 
Walker 2005; Iwamoto 2002; Kalland 2008: 261-262) as well as studies to cast doubt upon pre-
modern ‘ecological’ thoughts including Buddhism (Okuno 2014: 65-74; Kameyama 1999; Am-
bros 2014). Rather, “turning points” of human-nature relationships, that is, points in history when 
human began to dominate nature, depend heavily on the scope of an analysis (see Uekötter 2010b). 
The perspective offered here is rather that, like other ‘western’ countries, Japan has been in a 
discrepant situation where the ‘love of nature’ has been advocated while modern environmental 
deterioration has been concurrently on the rise (Kellert 1991: 299).  

1.1.2. The Ambivalence of Modern Environmentalism  
In regard to the ambivalence of modern environmentalism in general, I will examine here what is 
often called as “the ecological turn” in around the 1970s (Engels 2010: 119). In spite of its name, 
the ‘ecological turn’, Engels argues that the 1970s was not an actual watershed in mitigating the 
environmental degenerations as it is generally represented. Rather, the 1970s can be marked as the 
time when the overarching concept, the “environment” was introduced to assimilate various phe-
nomena into one global issue7 (Engels 2010: 121-124; Sörlin 2013:16-18). Tracing how the use of 
the word ‘environment’ has changed, Sörlin shows that the currently-widespread understanding of 
the ‘environment’, as an all-encompassing state of the earth, became dominant only after World 
War II8 (2013: 15-16, 19-20). Likewise, the term ‘ecology’, which was originally a scientific word, 
became prevalent outside of scientific academy especially in the modern environmentalist context 
(Seidler and Bawa 2016: 73)9. The environmentalist concern was echoed with the emergence of 
environmentalism in academia, when professionalised studies with ‘environmental-’ or ‘eco-’ suf-
fixes emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. This is one of the many examples showing the contradictory 
relation between the environmentalism and modernism (in this sense modern science), as modern 

                                                             
 
5 However, it has been long pointed out that Japanese people have actually kept considering ‘traditional’ thoughts as ‘imported’ 
ones; for instance, Confucianism from China and Buddhism from China or India (Katsube 1970: 10; Karatani 2002: 65-67). Shin-
toism is originated in Japan. However, Shintoism has tied with different currents of thoughts in different time periods from the 
beginning: such as Buddhism, Confucianism, Kokugaku [Native Studies], or nationalism (Ishida 1983: 10-13). It was only after the 
Meiji period (1868-1912) when these Japanese thoughts have been presented as ‘traditional’ (see also Maruyama 1961: 11-13).  
6 Bocking argues that another prevalent image of Japan is the one as “ecoterrorists” exemplified in the whale hunting and defor-
estations in southeast Asia (2008: 247).  
7 Even though the ‘environment’ would be universal, it does not mean that people have the same image of the ‘environment’. 
Rather, how it is “conceived, invoked, and enacted” depends on different contexts (Kirby 2011: 1).  
8 Philosophically, it was actively argued how to treat “the world as a whole” already in the nineteenth century Germany when 
philosophy strived to distinguish itself from other study fields of specialised expertise. For further details, see Staiti 2013.  
9 Of course, the discussions of ‘environment’ and ‘ecology’ above are not applicable to different languages/cultures. Here, the 
focus is English language in the United States. 
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science intensified the exploitation of nature but at the same time offered indispensable environ-
mental assessments to alleviate human impacts on nature (Uekötter 2010a: 133-137; Engels 2010: 
124-125). In summary, the ‘ecological turn’ does not simply reflect the rise of ‘love of nature’ nor 
a dramatic improvement in ameliorating environmental destruction but rather emerged in complex 
cultural and socio-political context (see also Engels 2010).  
Japan was of course involved as an actor in the environmental turn in political, academic and 
cultural fields. Japan had its own domestic environmental movements. The growing environmental 
awareness was reflected in the use of the expression kōgai [public poison] in media and societal 
debates (Kagawa-Fox 2012: 2). Environmental pollutions were already experienced in the late 
nineteenth century under the rapid industrialisation (Walker 2009: 9). For instance, Ashio copper 
mine polluted the nearby river and the deforestations due to the mine caused unusual floods 
(Nakajima 2019: 15). The pollution was reported in a newspaper as early as 1885, and a politician 
from the Ashio region made a speech at the National Diet confronting the government already in 
1891. However, the government did not take any drastic measures and the mine kept polluting 
some areas even after WWII (Nakajima 2019: 15-17; Walker 2009: 71-107). While kōgai had been 
primarily used to refer to environmental deterioration, another term, kankyō mondai [environmen-
tal problems] was increasingly in use from the early 1970s (Kagawa-Fox 2012: 2). The word in-
dicates a shift of the concern for environmental issues as a domestic problem to a global issue (see 
similar discussion in Kagawa-Fox 2012: 2 and above). The 1970s was also the time when envi-
ronmental pollutions began to be controlled at the administrative level in Japan. After WWII, with 
the rapid industrialisation, Japan achieved the so-called “economic miracle” in terms of its dra-
matic economic growth (Kagawa-Fox 2012: 40; George 2001: 10). Prioritising the economic 
growth, Japan caused a series of devasting industrial pollutions and health problems from the 
1950s to the early 1970s; for example, the Minamata disease was triggered by mercury poisoning 
of water (Kagawa-Fox 2012: 40-44; George 2001; Fukui 2002: 4). After the establishment of the 
Environmental Agency in 1971, the government launched administrative actions to regulate envi-
ronmental destruction in earnest (Kagawa-Fox 2012: 3, 39; Fukui 2002: 4).  
 
Despite these amassing environmental problems and increased attention given to them, the 1970s 
was also the time when the Japanese close rapport with nature came to be praised by those being 
critical of anthropocentrism (Suzuki 2018: 723). Anthropocentrism was seen as being the root of 
environmental degradations (White 2008: 34; Foltz 2008: 430). Therefore, the ideal and praise of 
Japanese ‘love of nature’ were presented as an antidote to the actual state of the environment in 
Japan. Peter Wynn Kirby who conducted an ethnographic research in Japan in 1998, 2006, 2007 
and 2009 also observes the dilemma of ‘love of nature’ on the one hand and the state of the envi-
ronment on the other: 
 

“While many Japanese believe nature and its experience to be at the core of their 
Japaneseness, they also, generally speaking, widely tolerate and at times participate 
in defilement of the very natural milieu they prize” (2011: 10, emphasis added).  

 
Therefore, the destruction and the ‘love of nature’ are intertwined and may be a parcel of moder-
nity. In the case of Japan, Japan has embraced a rather distinctive idea of ‘love of nature’ which is 
connected to the national identity or the very definition of ‘Japaneseness’. If you remember the 
quote of the Japan Cultural Expo at the beginning of this thesis, the ‘Japaneseness’ is associated 
with “[…] the ‘mind’ resonating and sympathising with nature, embodying it through arts and 
crafts”. To me, there is an interesting tension here and, in this thesis, I would like to explore this 
topic further. I am intrigued here how the cultural sphere, especially literature, has been defining 
and negotiating the concept ‘nature’. I do not attempt to argue that the Japanese understanding of 
‘nature’ is homogeneous nor that it has been static through time. Rather, the question that I will 
pose here is how the idea of ‘nature’ on the one hand and ‘humans’ (especially the concept ‘self’) 
on the other hand have come forth in a compatible or conflictual manner in Japanese works of 
literature.   
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1.1.3. Japanese Literature and ‘Love of Nature’ 
In the field of literature, especially classical literature, literary studies in Japan have given much 
emphasis on the concept of ‘nature’ as an analytical tool. For example, some literary critics have 
analysed how people immersed themselves into ‘nature’ in tales and poems (Saito 2008: 254-25810; 
for a similar discussion see Suzuki 2018: 23-25). One famous use of literature in explaining in part 
the Japanese good rapport with nature is the Nobel Lecture by Kawabata Yasunari11 in 1968, who 
was the first Japanese author to be awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature. Kawabata quotes three 
subsequent poems about the moon by the priest Myōe (1173-1232): 

 
“‘Winter moon, coming from the clouds to keep my company,  
Is the wind piercing, the snow cold?’  
[…] as Myōe entered the meditation hall after watching the moon sink toward the 
mountain, there comes yet another poem: 
‘I shall go behind the mountain. 
Go there too, O moon.  
Night after night we shall keep each other company.’ 
Here is the setting for another poem, after Myōe had spent the rest of the night in the 
meditation hall, or perhaps gone there again before dawn: ‘Opening my eyes from my 
meditations, I saw the moon in the dawn, lighting the window. In a dark place myself, 
I felt as if my own heart were glowing with light which seemed to be that of the moon:  
‘My heart shines, a pure expanse of light; And no doubt the moon will think the light 
its own’” (Kawabata 196912: 72-74). 

 
Kawabata sees in these Myōe’s poems a permeable boundary between the poet and the moon, 
explaining that; “Seeing the moon, he [Myōe] becomes the moon, the moon seen by him becomes 
him. He sinks into nature, becomes one with nature” (Ibid. 70-71) Kawabata finds “remarkable 
gentleness and compassion” (Ibid. 70) in the first poem, in asking the moon if the wind is piercing 
and if the snow is cold, and construes it “as a poem of warm, deep, delicate compassion, a poem 
that has in it the deep quiet of the Japanese spirit” (Ibid. 69, emphasis added). However, drawing 
from the Kawabata’s analysis of the three poems to represent ‘Japaneseness’ or the literary canon 
of Japan is a hasty interpretation. It is rather a gross simplification to treat specific literary works 
as representatives of the ‘Japanese spirit’ or Japanese relationship with nature (Suzuki 2018: 24-
25). In a similar way to Kawabata, Saito Yuriko has analysed a few classical Japanese literature to 
support her argument that the “unity and co-identity between man and nature” in Japanese tradition 
is due to the acknowledgement of the “transience” (2008: 256-258). In this thesis, instead of ana-
lysing classical literature to look for the ‘traditional’ Japanese relationship with nature and analyse 
it with present-day explanatory schemes like the Japanese ‘love of nature’, ‘a blurred subject/ob-
ject distinction’ or even ‘ecological’, I would like to explicate modern Japanese literature13 behind 
the modernisation. Inspired by literary theory and literary studies in Japan I have therefore de-
signed my own project to investigate how becomings14 of concepts ‘nature’ and ‘self’ took a place 
interrelatedly vis-à-vis makings of modern Japanese literature.  

                                                             
 
10 Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) already studied how Japanese people had developed connections between their emotions and 
certain aspects of nature (Saito 2008: 254-255).   
11 Following the Japanese writing system, I put the last name first for people having Japanese first and last names presented in this 
thesis. In Japanese literary studies, it depends on the writer if researchers tend to call him/her by last name or first name. Accord-
ingly, in this paper, following this academic convention, I call some writers by last name and some by first name.  
12 English translation by Seidensticker.  
13 The idea of ‘modern’ differs from cultures, academic fields and other contexts (Nealon and Giroux 2012: 141-142). In this thesis, 
modern Japanese literature refers to Japanese literature from the Meiji period to the end of WWII (1868-1945).   
14 I will talk about the idea of becoming and making in detail in Chapter 2. 
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1.2. Overview of the Project 

1.2.1. Prospects of Environmental Humanities  
In order to place this project in a broader academic context, I will briefly review the rise of trans-
disciplinary environmental studies as a field. The term ‘environmental humanities’ has been in use 
since around 2000s (cf. Robin 2018: 2), referring to a cluster of “history, philosophy, aesthetics, 
religious studies, literature, theatre, film and media studies informed by the most recent research 
in the sciences of nature and sustainability” (Adamson 2016: 135). Environmental humanities have 
been in debt to natural sciences in various ways, but this is not the main feature/aim of the envi-
ronmental humanities, as Robert S. Emmett and David E. Nye phrase it:  

“[…] [T]he environmental humanities are about more than reforming a wasteful eco-
nomic system and adopting clean form of energy. It is not only concerned to reduce 
carbon emissions, protect endangered species, and create better urban environments, 
worthy as all these goals are. These are adjustments and reforms that would permit 
the existing social and economic systems to persist without much change. But many 
scholars in the environmental humanities want to see more fundamental transfor-
mations: both in how people understand their place in the world as well as how social 
differences and interspecies hierarchies become ‘environmental’ problems” (2017: 
139-140).  

Emmet and Nye and many with them argue for a reciprocal benefit between humanities and natural 
sciences. One way in which their entanglement can take place is through the historicization of 
ecology15 or the ecologization of history” as argued by Garrard (2014: 3, emphasis in original). In 
the former, the very expertise in studies of nature is questioned16. One example is Donna Haraway 
(1989) who showed how cultural prejudices are in operation in the construction of knowledge 
about primates. For the ecologisation17 of history, environmental humanities are required to prob-
lematise anthropocentrism prevalent in conventional history (Garrard 2014: 3), which grants “in-
trinsic value”18 only to human beings or more to humans than non-human entities (Brennan and 
Lo 2010: 11). For instance, environmental history, which appeared as a discipline in the 1970s, 
has re-written history to depict how nature has shaped the way humans are and at the same time 
how humans have exerted influence on the way nature is (McNeill and Mauldin 2012: xvi). Like-
wise, scholars of gender studies, queer studies or posthumanism have worked with animal studies, 
like Birke et al argue that:  

“[…] animality itself (or, the specificity of any particular kind of animal) is just as 
complexly constructed as gender or humanness and so does not readily fall into disci-
plinary divides [like sociology for the studies of humans and biology for the non-hu-
man animals]” (2004: 168). 

The normativity of “humanness” has been impugned and its entanglement with ideas of ‘animality’ 
or ‘monstrous’ have been critically studied (e.g. Bergenmar et al. 2015: 202-204; Holmberg 2015: 
94-96; Musharbash 2014: 8-11). Moreover, it has been also pointed out that the term, ‘anthropo-
centrism’ and the expression like ‘the human/animal divide’ is in danger in promoting a homoge-
neous image of human species as well as non-human animals (Plumwood 1993: 12; Wolfe 2008: 
190). Thus, the ecologisation of history requires not only attention to the realm of ‘nature’ but also 
                                                             
 
15 Tracing the concept of ‘ecology’ and ‘environment’ conducted in the segment 1.1.2. is a part of this practice. 
16 However, one should be careful not to fall into “sociological reductionism”, that is, valuing socio-cultural analyses as superior 
to other types of knowledge or treating natural sciences monolithic (Cudworth 2002: 19).  
17 While Garrard uses the American spelling (ecologization), I use the British spelling (ecologisation) from now on, for the unity 
of language in this thesis.  
18 The intrinsic value differs from the instrumental value in the sense that it is “the value that things have as ends in themselves, 
that is, in their own right and completely regardless of whether they are useful as means to other ends” (Brennan and Lo 2010: 10, 
emphasis in original).  
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to the realm of ‘humans’. In short, it is important not to fall into essentialism (see also Escobar 
1999). These reciprocal aspects of environmental humanities have inspired me here to explore 
literary studies and environmental studies as reciprocal. I have also chosen to present an ecocritical 
analysis to literary works which are not necessarily environmentally themed. ‘Ecologisation of 
literature’, I believe, would be beneficial to analyse ‘humans’ in literary works from an anti-es-
sential point of view (for a similar discussion, see Feder 2014).   

1.2.2. The Aims of the Project     
This project is designed as a part of the master’s programme in Global Environmental History. 
According to the environmental historians J. R. McNeill and E. S. Mauldin, environmental history 
interplays between humans and non-human nature, through three typical approaches, that may be 
inextricable: (1) the physical, (2) the cultural and intellectual, and (3) the political dimensions 
(2012: xvii). This project emphasises on the second aspect, namely, human/nature interactions 
culturally and intellectually. With my own background of B.A. in Japanese Studies, this project 
focuses on modern Japanese literature and is grounded in ecocriticism. Ecocriticism can be defined 
broadly as “the study of the relationship between literature19 and the natural environment” (Bu-
chanan 2018). This definition of ecocriticism seems to be clear, but the juxtaposition of ‘literature’ 
and the ‘environment’ requires a deeper examination (as I will also show in the coming chapters). 
As I traced the historicity of the term ‘environment’ above, I would like to explore becomings of 
the concept of ‘nature’.  
 
Accordingly, the first cluster of aims of this project is related to a reconsideration of ecocriticism 
from a perspective of environmental history, which are:  
 

l To consider how ecocriticism would be able to cooperate with the dynamic con-
cept of ‘nature’ in both material and discursive sense 
 

l To examine what kinds of theoretical and analytical frames would be suitable in 
order for ecocriticism to analyse various genres of literature including works 
which do not explicitly talk about ‘nature’ 
 

For these aims, I scrutinise the concepts of ‘nature’ and ‘literature’ and how they connect with 
each other in order to explore what kinds of theoretical standpoints would make ecocriticism fea-
sible. Analytically, I also propose that there is a reciprocal benefit between literary studies and 
environmental studies that can be better used, which are:  
 

l To explore how literature seemingly unrelated to ‘nature’ can enrich ‘nature’-
related discussions  
 

l To examine how ecocritical readings could offer new perspectives on literary 
history and related works (or more broadly, cultural history) 

 
From an empirical perspective, I aim to delve into some of modern Japanese literary works with 
an ambition to conduct an ecologisation of literature, in which ‘nature’ and ‘self’ should appear 
in a dynamic relationship or mutual becomings. Here what I attempt is:  
 

l To analyse how becomings of ‘self’ and ‘nature’ are co-related with becomings 
of modern Japanese literature  

                                                             
 
19 The definition of literature has been long disputed and is very complex. It is mainly because of its diverse styles and its common 
features with what are commonly considered as non-literary fields such as history and psychoanalysis (Culler 2000: 19-21). Con-
sequently, “there is not a single literary work anywhere that utterly defines ecocritical interpretation” (qtd. In Arnold et al. 1999: 
1090). Ecocritical analyses expand to photography, films, plays, other types of arts and so on (Estok 1999: 1097; Arnold et al. 
1999: 1090).  
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l To critically investigate the cliché of Japanese culture, the ‘lack of absolute 

self/subject’, and the related discourse on the Japanese ‘love of nature’ by looking 
back Japanese modern literary history from an ecocritical perspective 

 
I conclude this introductory chapter with a brief map of this project including the summary of this 
chapter. I construct this thesis like a journey. It has departed from the Japanese ‘love of nature’ 
discourse in culture and art persistent today. The scrutiny of this discourse reveals continuous 
struggles about what it means to be the ‘modern nation’ or a ‘modern individual’ and how/if these 
can be reconciled with the understanding of ‘nature’. I approach this dilemma from a perspective 
of literary criticism. As a background, ecocriticism and environmental history have been explored 
here. In the following Chapter 2, I investigate theoretical backgrounds to overcome the embedded 
essentialism in literary criticism. In Chapter 3, I give a closer look at ‘nature’ in Japanese literary 
criticism. With this examination, I narrow down my focus to Japanese literature at the beginning 
of the twentieth century when the ideas of ‘modern’ and ‘self’ (or ‘individual’) were actively de-
bated. Chapters 4 and 5 present empirical studies of applying ecocritical perspectives to Japanese 
literary history. In these analytical chapters, I utilize more secondary sources than primary sources. 
In this thesis, I aim to show a potential future direction to re-analyse modern Japanese history from 
an anti-essential ecocritical point of view. Considering time constraints and the primary aim of 
this thesis, it was not optimal to examine literary works of the twentieth century one by one or to 
focus on single writer or literary movement. Accordingly, Chapters 4 and 5 are constituted primar-
ily in the way that I re-interpret and connect existing studies with the theoretical background dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, I focus on becomings of ‘self’ vis-à-vis the concept of ‘nature’ 
within and through literature. In Chapter 5, I keep delving into the complexity of these becomings 
exemplifying from writers of the same period. In the last chapter, I situate this study in broader 
academic discussions, mainly in Japanese Studies and Ecocriticism, examining the limitations and 
potentials of this project and for future studies.  
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Theoretical Frameworks for Anti-essential Ecocriticism 

In Chapter 1, I introduced the discourse of Japanese ‘love of nature’ and the ambivalence with 
which discourse has emerged in the context of modernism. In relation to this discussion, I briefly 
mentioned my position about ecocriticism that ecocritical analysis should be also applicable to 
literary works which do not apparently talk about ‘nature’. To ecologise literary criticism, I con-
sider that an anti-essential model of ecocriticism is required. In this chapter, I aim to delve deeper 
into how the relationship between the ideas of ‘nature’ and ‘literature’ have been discussed vis-à-
vis constructionism/materialism debates. With this background review, I motivate my own con-
ceptualisation of the material/discursive as reciprocal becomings. This approach of literary criti-
cism enables the articulation of human/nature relations in an anti-essential or non-anthropocentric 
way.  

2.1. ‘Nature’ in Literature  

2.1.1. The Problem with Realism   
Like other strands of environmental studies, ecocriticism was formulated as an interdisciplinary 
study in the 1990s20 (Wallace and Armbruster 2001:4-5; Buell 2005: 5-6; Johnson 2009: 7). In 
addition to Marxist, feminist, or post-colonialist literary criticisms, ecocriticism has aspired to 
complement the literary criticism attuned to social injustice but directing its scope towards ‘nature’ 
(Dixon 1999: 1095). Ecocriticism has facilitated cross-ethnical and -cultural analyses in the field 
of literature, under the universal topic of ‘nature’21 (Arnold et al. 1999: 1090). This so-called “first-
wave” ecocriticism was allied with environmental activism; thus, works were characterised by a 
sense of cherishing ‘nature’ without a deep consideration of the concept of ‘nature’ per se (Garrard 
2014: 2). The “second-wave” ecocriticism is more diverse, having more critically been incorpo-
rated with other disciplines, including natural sciences (Garrard 2014: 2)22. Additionally, ecocriti-
cism has since been expanding its applications to literary works which seemingly do not deal with 
‘nature’ (Dodd 1999: 1096; Estok 1999: 1097; Wallace and Armbruster 2001).  
Nonetheless, according to Simon C. Estok, there has been rather a confrontational stance in regard 
to theories in ecocriticism, based on its environmental activist ideals. Especially, poststructuralist 
approaches were seen as irrelevant to ‘real’ nature (2009: 203-206). As Estok warns, this direction 
of ecocriticism would render it academically isolated and go against its inclination toward inter-
disciplinarity (Ibid. 204-205). Though there remains a few ecocritics who still resist employing 
any theories (Garrard 2014: 10), ecocriticism does not yet have established methodologies and 
theories (Culler 2000: 146)23. Therefore, in conducting an ecocritical analysis, I find it necessary 
to define my own theoretical trajectory here.  
                                                             
 
20 Even though the interest towards ‘nature’ in literary fields dates back before the 1990s, ecocriticism became a coherent academic 
movement in the 1990s, notably with the foundation of ASLE in 1992 and its official journal, ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in 
Literature and Environment in 1993 (Arnold et al. 1999: 1090; Arnold 1999: 1090-1091).  
21 It has been criticised that the early stage of ecocriticism not only weighed too much on Anglo-American and British writings 
(Estok 1999: 1096-1097; Levin 1999: 1099) but also was practiced mainly by “white” scholars (Dixon 1999: 1094).  
22 Garrard himself acknowledges that the distinction between the first-wave and second-wave can be problematic in rendering the 
history of ecocriticism in a linear development (2014: 2).  
23 It would be most likely because ecocriticism has been evolved through “issue-driven than method or paradigm-driven” motiva-
tions (Buell 2005: 11). 
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In exploring theories for ecocriticism, issues of realism would be worth working with. As I ex-
plained in the previous chapter, literature could be ostensibly all understood as anthropocentric. In 
research of how animals are discussed, displayed and represented (or performed), Una Chaudhuri 
points out: 

“As literary symbols and metaphors, as pets, as performers, as signifiers of the wild, 
as purveyors of wisdom, in fables, in fairy tales, in nature films, in zoos, in circuses, 
at fairs, rodeos, fox hunts, dog shows - the animals are forced to perform us, to cease-
lessly serenade us with our own fantasies” (2007: 511, emphasis in original).  

Whatever humans do to non-human animals, or more broadly ‘nature’ in general, could be inter-
preted as anthropocentric in effect and not the least through its representations. In this case, at first 
glance, it might look hopeless for ‘cultural’ productions like arts and literature to engage in envi-
ronment-oriented studies. In order to overcome the situation, what Chaudhuri suggests are: (1) to 
try best to discuss “actual animals”24 even though they tend to become “symbols for our ideas and 
metaphors” (2014: 5), and (2) to recognise that “discursive use of them inevitably shapes and 
impacts the real lives of the actual animals in question” (Ibid. 7, emphasis added). Chaudhuri 
recognises that her own research taking on performance has potential in being already physical 
compared with other cultural forms (Ibid. 10). In contrast, because literature is “an eminently hu-
man area as writing” (Dodd 1999:1096), there appear to be some ‘anthropocentric’ blockages for 
literature to discuss ‘nature’ as something beyond mere representations. Nonetheless, literature 
could follow Chaudhuri’s two principles, as Thornber comments on literary criticism as follows:  

“Perceptions need to be aligned with actualities, and ideals need to be implemented. 
Essential to these endeavours is developing deeper, more nuanced understandings of 
the fluid relationships both among peoples and between peoples and environments 
[…]. Writing, reading, and analysing literature – openly imaginative texts with clear 
aesthetic ambitions – can perform important roles in this undertaking” (2012: 4, em-
phasis added).  

In both Chaudhuri’s and Thornber’s arguments, there is a subtext that actualities are usually op-
posed to symbols, metaphors, the imaginative or the aesthetic. This perspective has a risk of pro-
moting a conventional divide between realism and nominalism. To put it differently, these views 
seem to be allied with “representationalism”, which assumes “the ontological distinction between 
representations and that which they purport to represent; in particular, that which is represented is 
held to be independent of all practices of representing” (Barad 2003: 804). The separation between 
“representations and entities to be represented” (Ibid. 804) is simply another form of the culture/na-
ture dichotomies (Ibid. 806). According to Val Plumwood, the use of such binary divides has been 
accompanied by a formulated “system” to support each other (1993: 42-43, see table 1). The issue 
here is “the construction of a devalued and sharply demarcated sphere of otherness”, namely, clear 
segregations that evoke a sense of either superiority or inferiority (Ibid. 4, emphasis added). From 
this perspective, I argue that it is not credible to overcome the human/nature dichotomy without 
working with other binaries like “language and reality” or “mind and matter” (Iovino and Opper-
mann 2014: 2). Therefore, in terms of literary criticism, ‘representationalism’ and the accompany-
ing emphasis of the material or physical over the discursive or the imaginary should be impugned.   
In this regard, Bruno Latour has spent his career pointing out drawbacks of dichotomies (Latour 
1999: 146-147; Cudworth 2002: 21). He suggests that clear-cut divides into two groups are non-
viable. With his scrutiny on virology, he poses the question if “[t]he ferments existed before Pas-
teur25 made them up” (Latour 1999: 149) to show that “[w]hen a phenomenon ‘definitely’ exists 
this does not mean that it exists forever, or independently of all practice and discipline, but that it 
                                                             
 
24 She uses the term, “actual animals”. However, she argues that she does not exclude “imaginary species” to eschew an arbitrary 
boundary between species (2014: 5).  
25 Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) 
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has been entrenched in a costly and massive institution which has to be monitored and protected 
with great care” (Ibid. 155-156, emphasis in original). Latour proposes the concept of “hybrids” 
in which what is social and natural are inextricable (see also Cudworth 2002: 21). Additionally, 
what the Latour’s study shows is that the material existence is evolved inextricably with its dis-
cursive formation, consequent upon his refusal to take sides in the realism or idealism debate. For 
Latour, either side is not enough when studying nature as one side suggests that nature “either has 
always been there [realism] or has never been there [idealism]” (Latour 1999: 149, emphasis 
added).  

2.1.2. The Promise of Agential Realism and Diffraction     
Representationalism is one of major problems for ecocriticism as it emerged and remains prob-
lematic today. I have therefore been looking for ways to think beyond representations and I will 
here summarise my inspirations. As a way to overcome representationalism, Karen Barad focuses 
on Judith Butler’s concept of performativity (2003: 807) – which takes gender and sexuality as 
“doing” or “becoming” rather than as a result of inbuilt identities (Birke et al. 2004: 169). Barad 
develops the concept especially from a posthumanist perspective, formulating a philosophical po-
sition called “agential realism” in which a relationship between the material and the discursive is 
reconceptualised (2003: 808, 810, 828). She suggests that the focus on “diffraction rather than 
reflection” can be a step to overcome the representationalist way of formulating inquiries “[…] of 
correspondence between descriptions and reality […] to matters of practices/doings/actions” 
(2003: 802-803). “Diffraction” illustrates “a doing – the enactment of boundaries” instead of ad-
dressing “a static relationality”26 (Ibid. 803). Inspired by Niels Bohr’s philosophy-physics based 
on the quantum theory which considers “the primary epistemological unit” as “phenomena” rather 
than “independent objects”, Barad argues that “agentially intra-acting ‘components’” are ontolog-
ically inseparable (Ibid. 813-815, emphasis in original). Barad proposes the term “intra-action” as 
a substitute of “interaction”, criticising the latter for presupposing the pre-existing components 
(Ibid. 815, emphasis in original).  
In accordance with intra-actions and diffractions, I formulate my analysis in a way to ask how 
‘self’ is in becoming and what kinds of enactments of boundaries enable this becoming. The ques-
tion is not how static concepts of ‘nature’ and ‘self’ as well as their interactions are represented 
in literature. Rather, I will ask how diffractions of ‘self’ happen in relation to becomings of ‘nature’ 
within literary works as well as through the very acts of producing these works.   

2.2. Literary Criticism as Diffraction  

2.2.1. Diffractions within Literature  
In the previous segment, I explained the prospect of agential realism in overcoming representa-
tionalism in literary criticism. I will continue to explain further the theoretical background for 
exploring diffractions as happening within literature and through the very becomings of ‘literature’. 
Literary studies became an academic/ professional discipline from the late nineteenth century, in-
itially putting emphasis on close readings27 of literary works (Waugh 2006: 2). Undergoing “the 

                                                             
 
26 While the word, diffraction is not originally invented by Barad, Barad reworked this concept as a “critical tool of analysis” rather 
than one of semiotic categories like Haraway proposed (Barad 2003: 803).  
27 Close readings give “close attention to textual details with respect to elements such as setting, characterization, point of view, 
figuration, diction, rhetorical style, tone, rhythm, plot, and allusion” (Rapaport 2011: 4).  
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linguistic turn”28 (Ibid. 18), literary theory has burgeoned since the 1970s, becoming more inter-
disciplinary (Ibid. 6). The persisting appreciation of the uniqueness of literature, or so-called ‘lit-
erariness’, has caused disputes over the subject of literary studies, for example, if studies should 
weigh more on “the creative energies of literary artworks” or on “the political and cultural systems 
within which they are inevitably positioned” (Zapf 2016: 13). As a future prospect of ecocriticism, 
Yūki Masami shows an interest in Susan Sontag’s manifest “against interpretation” (2014b: x). 
Sontag protested against one of the dominant practices of literary criticisms, that is, interpretations. 
Sontag addresses that the interpretation is a modern way to engage with the texts, which “[…] digs 
‘behind’ the text, to find a sub-text which is the true one” (Sontag 1966: 6). Sontag criticises the 
interpretation as follows:  
 

“Interpretation, based on the highly dubious theory that a work of art is composed of 
items of content, violates art. It makes art into an article for use, for arrangement into 
a mental scheme of categories” (Ibid. 10).  

 
Yūki recognises that ecocriticism has a risk in promoting a specific ideology by extracting “mean-
ings” and “thoughts” in literary works (2014b: x). In fact, politically-concerned literary criticism 
has been criticised for rendering literary texts mere reflections of political debates and for observ-
ing their contents only on a surface level (Rapaport 2011: 11). Yūki admits that even though Son-
tag’s manifesto, ‘against interpretation’ would not be an immediate remedy for environmental de-
struction it would encourage to re-consider how one’s image of ‘nature’ has been formulated 
(2014b: x).  

In contrast, P. Bourdieu asked the critical questions if it is “true that scientific analysis is doomed 
to destroy that which makes for the specificity of the literary work and of reading, beginning with 
aesthetic pleasure” and “why so many critics, so many writers, so many philosophers take such 
satisfaction in professing that the experience of a work of art is ineffable, that it escapes by defi-
nition all rational understanding […]” (1996: xiv, emphasis added). According to Bourdieu, the 
faith in “the autonomy of literature [or works of art]” (Ibid. xiv) is rooted in “the old antinomy of 
the intelligible and the sensible” (Ibid. xvii, emphasis added). Therefore, in addition to represen-
tationalism, dualisms between the rational and the aesthetic or the meaning and the emotion also 
need to be disassembled in order to ecologise literary criticism.  
Theodor W. Adorno developed on the idea of the aesthetic in his inspiring discussions. Adorno’s 
aesthetic theory is crucial because he theorises the aesthetic of art and nature simultaneously. In 
Aesthetic Theory, originally published in 1970, Adorno conceptualises ‘nature’ beyond instrumen-
tal ends:  

“For it [the experience of natural beauty], nature is exclusively appearance, never the 
stuff of labor and the reproduction of life, let alone the substratum of science. Like 
the experience of art, the aesthetic experience of nature is that of images. Nature, as 
appearing beauty, is not perceived as an object of action. The sloughing off of the 
aims of self-preservation – which is emphatic in art – is carried out to the same degree 
in aesthetic experience of nature” (Adorno 1997: 65).  

Harriet Johnson takes his Adorno’s notion about nature as a way to “re-enchant” nature – that is, 
to avoid reducing nature into human conceptions and categories (Johnson 2011: 374-376). Adorno 
develops the Kantian understanding of the aesthetic as the “purposiveness without purpose” 
(Hirschkop 1999: 234) by allying this aesthetic of art with that of nature. Adorno writes:  

“Nature’s eloquence is damaged by the objectivation that is the result of studied ob-
servation, and ultimately something of this holds true as well for artworks, […]. If 

                                                             
 
28 The linguistic turn emerged from Saussurean linguistics which proclaims the arbitrariness of significations; that is, concepts do 
not precede language (Culler 2000: 58-59; Nealon and Giroux 2012: 266-267).  
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nature can in a sense only be seen blindly, the aesthetic imperatives of unconscious 
appreciation and remembrance are […] incompatible with the increasing maturation 
of reason. Pure immediacy does not suffice for aesthetic experience. Along with the 
involuntary it requires volition, concentrating consciousness; the contradiction is in-
eluctable. All beauty reveals itself to persistent analysis, which in turn enriches the 
element of involuntariness; indeed, analysis would be in vain if the involuntary did 
not reside hidden within it” (Adorno 1997: 69, emphasis added).  

What is interesting about Adorno’s theory is how he finds a similarity between art and nature as 
something irreducible to human intentions and conceptions in spite of constant attempts to analyse 
art and nature. This reflects Adorno’s criticism of “identity thinking” – which presents “diverse 
objects fall under concept ‘X’” (Cook 2014: 9-10). Adorno proposes “non-identity thinking” 
which attempts to bridge between concepts and particulars “irreducible to our concepts and cate-
gories” (Ibid. 10). Adorno finds this ‘non-identity thinking’ in art: 

 “With human means art wants to realize the language of what is not human. […] If 
the language of nature is mute29, art seeks to make this muteness eloquent; art thus 
exposes itself to failure through the insurmountable contradiction between the idea of 
making the mute eloquent, which demands a desperate effort, and the idea of what 
this effort would amount to, the idea of what cannot in any way be willed” (Adorno 
1997: 78).  

Bridging between Adorno’s aesthetic theory and Barad’s agential realism, it could be postulated 
that art does not reflect the material world but operates diffractions. The ‘non-identity thinking’ in 
art could be translated as the constant becomings of concepts in art, that is, diffractions – doings 
of boundaries occurring in art. Reflecting Sontag’s manifest of “against interpretation”, Bourdieu’s  
criticism of “the old antinomy of the intelligible and the sensible” and Plumwood’s chained struc-
ture of dualisms, I consider that tracing diffractions within literary works offers a way to overcome 
a series of dualisms in literature – such as the reason and the emotion, the material and the aesthetic, 
the represented and the representation or the represented and the interpreter. In summary, instead 
of interpreting literary works with prearranged concepts like ‘nature’ and ‘self’, I will analyse 
diffractions within literature where these concepts are in constant becomings.  

2.2.2. Diffractions through Literature    
In this last theoretical segment, I explore diffractions through the very becomings of ‘literature’ as 
a potential for ecocritical analyses. There are different strands of ecocritical analyses. Material 
ecocriticism is the one inspired by the new materialism, including the Barad’s agential realism. 
Material ecocriticism reconceptualises the relation between the world and text; it regards the world 
and text as an “agentic entanglement” instead of assuming world merely as “the outside of text” 
(Iovino and Oppermann 2014: 10). In this concept of “agentic entanglement”, they follow Barad’s 
definition of “agency” (Ibid. 2014: 3-4). Barad defines “agency” as the “dynamism” itself or “the 
ongoing reconfiguring of the world” (2003: 818). To be more precise, agency is “not something 
that someone or something has” but “is ‘doing’/’becoming’ in its intra-activity” (Ibid. 826-827). 
Barad suggests that it is the agential cuts within a phenomenon which enacts the separation be-
tween cause and effect (Ibid. 815). 
Accordingly, the agency is not coupled with “human intentionality [n]or subjectivity” (Ibid. 826); 
there is no such a thing like a pre-existing ‘human subject’ (see also Sullivan 2011; McHugh 2011). 

                                                             
 
29 In regard to the muteness of nature, Adorno says, “The ‘How beautiful!’ at the sight of a landscape insults its mute language and 
reduces its beauty; appearing nature wants silence at the same time that anyone capable of its experience feels compelled to speak 
in order to find a momentary liberation from monadological confinement” (Adorno 1997: 69).  
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Barad’s reworking of the idea of ‘human subject’ is insightful, and I will therefore quote her ex-
planation here:  

  “[…] [a]gential realism’s posthumanist account of discursive practices does not fix 
the boundary between ‘human’ and ‘nonhuman’ before the analysis ever gets off the 
ground but rather enables (indeed demands) a genealogical analysis of the discursive 
emergence of the ‘human’. ‘Human bodies’ and ‘human subjects’ do not preexist as 
such; nor are they mere end products. ‘Humans’ are neither pure cause nor pure effect 
but part of the world in its open-end becoming” (Barad 2003: 821, emphasis added).  

Barad mentions ‘human bodies’ here, and a crucial aspect of the agential realism is that it does not 
essentialise “not only the surface or contours of the body but also of the body in the fullness of its 
physicality, including the very ‘atoms’ of its being” (Ibid. 823). “Material” is always “material-
discusrsive”, namely, intra-actions produce “what it means to matter” (Ibid. 823-824, emphasis in 
original). In regard to literature, it should be noted that Barad insists that “[s]tatements are not the 
mere utterances of the originating consciousness of a unified subject; rather, statements and sub-
jects emerge from a field of possibilities” (Ibid. 819). Accordingly, to avoid essentialising human 
subjectivity or the self, it is required to question literature as a product of a fully conscious and 
fixed subject. Instead, I find it necessary to situate the very act of writing (or indeed reading) 
literature in a dynamism of becomings, in which a variety of concepts such as ‘literature’, ‘self’, 
‘subjects’ or ‘objects’ get diffracted.  
To delve into this issue more, it should be noted that Barad uses the term, “a genealogical analy-
sis”, based on Foucault. Therefore, I would like to take a closer look at Foucault’s genealogy30. In 
his genealogy of human subjectivity, Foucault denies the idea of the ‘true’ essence of the self. 
Foucault advocates that self is in “an ascetic practice of self-formation”, which is done through an 
“exercise of self upon the self by which one attempts to develop and transform oneself, and to 
attain a certain mode of being” (qtd. in Besley 2005: 368, emphasis in original). As an ascetic 
practice of self-formation, Foucault examined acts of confession genealogically. According to 
Foucault, confessions at Christian Churches got secularised and new techniques emerged – con-
fessing about oneself in telling or writing – especially in the realm of pedagogy, medicine, psychi-
atry, and literature (Besley 2005: 374-376; see also Fejes and Dahlstedt 2012: 13-17). In other 
words, with confessions, one forms one’s ‘self’, oneself as a ‘subject’ and oneself as an ‘object’ 
to decode or to transform (Besley 2005: 375-376; Fejes and Dahlstedt 2012: 10-11). In Chapters 
4 and 5, I will analyse some Japanese modern novels, which contain issues of confessions in a 
novel. In analysing these novels, I will investigate how ascetic practice of self-formation or dif-
fractions of ‘self’, ‘subject’ and ‘object’ occur through the very acts of writing a novel.  
As a summary of this theoretical chapter, I have here sketched the conceptual inspirations and 
methodology for this thesis. Positioning agential realism as a theoretical foundation, I aim to es-
chew fixed pre-existent concepts. Instead, I would like to examine intra-actions among agentially 
intra-acting components, from which becomings of various concepts occur through diffractions. 
With two theoretical refinements of diffractions – diffractions within and through literature –, in-
spired by Adorno and Foucault, I will scrutinise becomings of human subjectivity in relation to 
becomings of ‘nature’ within novels and through the very acts of producing literary works or, more 
broadly, the formation of modern Japanese literature at the beginning of the twentieth century. As 
Barad’s agential realism is also a part of a genealogical analysis of the discursive and the material, 
a genealogical analysis is indeed a methodology running as a thread through this thesis. To put it 
differently, I construct this thesis by tracing the historicity and contingency of key concepts of this 
project one by one, such as the Japanese ‘love of nature’, environmentalism and ecocriticism. In 

                                                             
 
30 It is a way of analysis “to trace the descent and emergence of the ideas that are taken for granted in the present so as to disrupt, 
question and destabilise the present […]” (Fejes and Dahlstedt 2012: 7).  
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the following chapters, I will keep examining major concepts critically, for example, Japanese 
literature and a particular strand of writings called ‘I-novels’.  
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Emerging Definitions: The Beginning of the Twentieth Century  

 
In the previous chapter, I problematised a series of dualisms (e.g. the material and the discursive, 
reason and emotion, the intelligible and the sensible, language and matter) and the related repre-
sentationalism, which ecocriticism easily falls into. Primarily following Barad, Adorno, and Fou-
cault, I suggested to trace diffractions within and through literature in order to overcome the trap 
of essentialism. Before I conduct the actual analyses of literary works, in this Chapter 3, I will 
present an overview of modern Japanese literature to locate some recurring issues such as defini-
tions of ‘nature’ and ‘self’ and to help narrow down the focus of analyses. I will illuminate how 
prevalent confessionalism was in literature at the beginning of the twentieth century and how this 
phenomenon was related to the issue of cliché of Japanese culture in general, where the discussion 
of the lack of absolute ‘self’ was an integral part. 

3.1. Ecocriticism in Japan      

3.1.1.  ‘Nature’ and ‘Self’ in Japanese Culture  
The concept of ‘nature’ in Japanese language is inseparable from that of ‘self’. In comparison with 
the English use of the word ‘nature’31, Japanese language has at least three different words to cover 
basic meanings of nature: sei (as an essential quality), shizen (as more of an abstract world or 
force) and tennen (as more of concrete materials) (Kalland and Asquith 1997: 8-9). Among them, 
shizen has been usually used as a translation of ‘nature’ since the very end of the nineteenth century 
(Okamoto 1995: 65). The term, shizen did not originally signify ‘nature’ in the western modern 
sense, namely as a realm opposite to the realm of humans (Tucker 2003: 161). Shizen itself derives 
from the Chinese word ziran, which was imported to Japan in the mid-sixth century. As a word 
shizen came to have a nuanced meaning in relation to ziran, shizen referred to “a spontaneous 
process […]” which humans are parts of (qtd. in Ibid. 161). Therefore, shizen signified more of a 
fluid idea like “naturalness” and “natural spontaneity” rather than “a materialistic nature existing 
apart from that of humanity” (Ibid. 162). However, the meaning and use of the word shizen got 
closer to the western concept of ‘nature’ during the Meiji period (1868-1912) (Ibid. 162). None-
theless, the original meaning of shizen got revived in the postmodern understanding of ‘nature’ 
(Ibid.162).  
 
The increasing popularity of postmodernism in the 1970s also caused change in the perception of 
Japanese concept of ‘self’. Soon after the WWII, the lack of independent ‘self’ was often criticised 
as an outcome of a feudalistic character of Japan32 (Karatani 2002: 58-60, 78; Matsumoto 1995: 
11-21) (I will take a closer look at the issue of ‘self’ in Chapter 3.2.1.) However, when more and 
more thinkers distanced themselves from the idea of the absoluteness, appreciating the permeable 
boundary between the subject and object, the alleged lack of absolute ‘self’ in Japanese culture 
was then seen as something positive and again emphasised as an alternative way of thinking of 
                                                             
 
31 Kallad and Asquith follows Raymond Williams here.  
32 In a political sense, Japanese people became “citizens”, being no longer “imperial subjects”, under the democratic Constitution 
after WWII which went into effect in 1947. However, the political reformation did not necessarily implant democracy and citizen-
ship in people (George 2001: 9, emphasis removed). For more about the growth of the idea of ‘individuals’ in Japan, see Chapter 
5 in this thesis.  
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‘nature’ (Karatani 2002: 58-61). In the same way, the original concept of shizen has been also 
highlighted in support for the idea of Japanese close rapport with ‘nature’ (Kalland and Asquith 
1997: 10). This is partly because of the double meaning in the first character of shizen (shi/ji). The 
adjective form of the first character shi/ji, onozukara means “what is ‘spontaneously or naturally 
so’” (Tucker 2003: 161). At the same time, shi/ji also means ‘self’. Therefore, onozukara denotes 
“from oneself” as well (Kalland and Asquith 1997: 10). In short, the Japanese ‘love of nature’ 
discourse and re-appreciation of the lack of absolute ‘self’ in Japanese culture were concurrently 
on the rise in the 1970s.  
 
Throughout these debates, literary criticism has navigated part of the debates of definitions of ‘self’ 
and ‘nature’ as well as have also been affected by these larger societal trends. Before I explore 
more about the relation between the concepts of ‘self’ and ‘nature’ in Japanese literary history in 
Chapter 3.2., I take a brief look at the rise of ecocriticism in Japan. As I will show next, the Japa-
nese ‘love of nature’ discourse affected the formation of ecocriticism in Japan as well.  

3.1.2. ‘Nature’ in Japanese Literature   
In Japan, ecocriticism in its western form (see below for older traditions of ‘ecocriticism’ in Japan) 
was imported from the United States in the 1990s with translations of nature writing. ASLE-Japan 
(Association for the Study of Literature and Environment in Japan) was established in 1994. Noda 
Kenichi, the first representative of ASLE-Japan, recounts that Japanese literary scholars back then 
showed little interest in nature writings, as they were seen as ‘old faction’. Sorts of nature writings 
have been present in Japan since the oldest anthology of poetries (Noda et al. 2011: 17). Many 
literary critics in Japan insisted that “[…] [i]n Japan, there is more than a thousand-year-old literary 
tradition of paying attention to nature. Take a look at tanka, haiku, or any of the many sorts of 
literary works in this country – there are few that do not touch upon something about nature” (Yūki 
2014a: 519). It was therefore mainly scholars of British or American literature who begun to study 
Japanese literature from an ecocritical point of view in the 2000s (Yūki 2014b: iii). Though there 
is still scepticism, scholars of Japanese literature began to turn their interests in ecocriticism in the 
late 2000s (Yūki 2014a: 523). Current major themes of ecocriticism in Japan can be seen in the 
book, Kankyō toiu shiza: nihon bungaku to ekokurithishizumu [Views of the Environment: Japa-
nese Literature and Ecocriticism] (2011). This book has 27 contributors and four segments: “Sec-
ond Nature and Wild Nature, The Modern and the Pre-modern in Descriptions of Nature, Envi-
ronment as Cultural Representations, and Center and Periphery” (Yūki 2014a: 523).  
Contemplating the somewhat marginal situation of ecocriticism in Japan, it came to my mind that 
many of the ecocritical or nature literary critiques have dealt with what is classified as ‘nature’ in 
an essential way (see the discussion in Chapter 2 for an analysis of the essentialist ‘nature’ and its 
inherent problems). Moreover, concerning recurring themes of ‘nature’ in Japanese literature since 
antiquity, Yūki Masami postulates that ecocriticism differs from “thematic literary studies con-
cerning nature” in the sense that ecocriticism has an environmentalist motivation (2014a: 519-520; 
see also Chapter 2). However, I mentioned above that ecocriticism has attempted to expand its 
application to literary works that seem to be unrelated to ‘nature’ as well as to be more interdisci-
plinary in theories and methods and not necessarily stick to its environmentalist goals (see Chapter 
2.1.1.). This trend of ecocriticism reflects the growing awareness of the indivisibility between ‘na-
ture’ and ‘non-nature’, or using Donna Haraway’s term, ‘natureculture’ – “implosions of the dis-
cursive realms of nature and culture” (qtd. in O’Brien 2004: 298). Following this current trend, I 
do not here necessarily analyse ‘nature’ as the modern western concept (see the discussion in the 
previous chapter 3.1.1.) or the realm of ‘nature’ opposed to that of ‘humans’. Rather, the belief in 
the boundaryless between ‘nature’ and ‘humans’ and the lack of absolute ‘self’ in Japanese culture 
and literature (see Chapter 1.1) should be critically reviewed by tracing diffractions among these 
concepts.  
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3.2. Literary Movements around the Russo-Japanese War   

3.2.1. The Modern Subject and I-novels   
According to a scholar of German literature, Matsumoto Michisuke, who was born in 1935, after 
the lost war, from 1945 to around the 1960s, Japanese intellectuals were eagerly searching to iden-
tify the defects of Japanese culture33 (1995: 11). Matsumoto recounts that debates among intellec-
tuals and students tended to circle around the prematurity of “kindaiteki-jiga” [the modern self]. 
The lack of the ‘modern self’ referred to the inadequate maturity of deeply-held ‘self’ with which 
one can think and judge for oneself. A common argument till the 1960s was that the absence of a 
sense of the ‘modern self’ in Japanese people first led them to the reckless war and then created 
ambiguity in who would take the responsibility of the war (Ibid. 11-12). However, the prematurity 
of the ‘modern self’ was not only advocated concerning the war. Matsumoto remembers how 
“oddly” versatile this concept was in a range of explanations, for example, from the cause of the 
war to the reason why any revolutions do not happen in Japan (Ibid. 21). The absence of the ‘mod-
ern self’ was also associated with the lack of rationality in the modern westernised definition (and 
all that comes with it including scientism). In The National Isolation: A Tragedy of Japan [Sakoku: 
Nihon no higeki] (1950), Watsuji Tetsurō argues that “the lack of the scientific spirit” in Japan 
made people “disdain the rational thinking” (qtd. in Suzuki 2018: 686, translation from Japanese 
by the author). In other words, the lack of ‘self’ as noted by many scholars at the time can be 
explained rather as the lack of separation between the subject and the object or humans and nature, 
which was the basis of the modern western science (Ibid. 25, 56).  
 
The idea of lack of ‘self’ pervaded also into literary theory, as an explanatory tool of the lack of 
“honkaku-shōsetsu” [genuine novels] in Japan (Matsumoto 1995: 21). The expression, the ‘genu-
ine novels’ requires some explanation. While the ‘genuine novel’ is a quite fluid idea, following 
Nakamura Murao, who coined the term in 1924, and Itō Sei, one of the most renowned literary 
critics in Japan, the ‘genuine novel’ was defined as the three-person novels developed in Europe 
and Russia, in which various types of people interact with each other (Sakuta 2016a: 199-200; 
Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 486). In Japan, in contrast, “watakushi-shōsetsu/shi-shōsetsu” [I-
novels] were more common than ‘genuine novels’ (Sakuta 2016a:199-200). ‘I-novels’ basically 
are novels in which an author reports or confesses his/her private lives or mental states34 (Asai et 
al. 2000: 9). ‘I-novels’ were construed as a core feature of Japanese modern literature in contrast 
to Western modern literature, especially from about 193535(Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 541; 
Orbaugh 2003b: 32). Accordingly, the idea or criticism that Japanese identity was lacking a sense 
of the modern ‘self’ in Japanese literature was exemplified with the prevalence of the ‘I-novels’ 
in Japanese literature36. However, there have been scholars like Suzuki Sadami, who has called 
attention to the historicity of analytical schemes and concepts which plenty of critics and research-
ers of modern Japanese literature previously have taken for granted (2014: 66). Suzuki questions 

                                                             
 
33 On the other hand, especially after Japan regained sovereignty in 1952 when the treaty of San Francisco came into force, Japanese 
traditional cultures were begun to be re-appreciated (Suzuki 2018: 695). Japan restored confidence little by little, for example, as 
can be seen in a buzzword, “it is no longer postwar” mentioned in an annual economic report published by the government in 1956, 
which confirmed a steady economic growth in Japan.  
34 The term, ‘I-novels’ itself first appeared in around 1920 (Asai et al. 2000: 8; Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 539). Even though 
‘I-novels’ in the early stage were mostly based on actual stories, it began to contain some fictional elements, especially from around 
the 1920s. However, according to Itō, many readers had been already accustomed to reading these ‘I-novels’ as real-life stories of 
an author (Itō 2004: 136-137).  
35 Behind it, there was the rise of a new literary genre, ‘popular literature’ in around the 1930s. ‘I-novels’ originally referred to a 
form of a novel but began to be identified as “jun-bungaku” [pure-novels] as opposed to ‘popular literature’ (taishū-bungaku [mass-
literature]). In this context, ‘I-novels’ were treated rather as “genuine novels” (Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 486, 541). However, 
though ‘pure-novels’ were usually associated with its high aesthetic qualities and deep philosophical thoughts and ‘mass-literature’ 
with its purpose for amusement, it is non-viable to classify novels according to these arbitrary criteria in the first place (Suzuki 
2011: 239).  
36 For example, in 1955, Hattori Tatsu writes as follows: “In a small world I-novels describe, there are no ‘others’; there is only a 
protagonist. […] To be more precise, people in the I-novelistic world do not have individual selves which are demarcated clearly 
from other people. What they have is monolithic collective selves” (qtd. in Matsumoto 1995: 22, translation from Japanese by the 
author).  
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the definition of ‘I-novels’ as a genre, insisting that they are not a static unified genre but must be 
investigated based on what kinds of literary discussions have brought up different images of ‘I-
novels’ (1994: 21-22, 31). Likewise, Terada Tōru observed already in 1954 that ‘I-novels’ are not 
a pre-existent genre. Terada claims as follows:  
 

 “‘Theories of I-novels’ did not arise from introspections of ‘I-novels’. It has had a 
tendency that ‘theories of I-novels’ have forcefully endowed ‘I-novels’ with various 
qualities. So to speak, it [I-novel] is a half inductive half deductive concept” (1954: 
99, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
Therefore, instead of taking ‘I-novels’ for granted as a static genre, I would like to see becomings 
of ‘I-novels’ as a part of the literary tradition in Japan and to rather focus on novels with ‘confes-
sions’ instead of ‘I-novels’.  

3.2.2. The Becoming of Modern Japanese Literature    
While there is no consensus about exactly when ‘I-novels’ appeared, two literary schools, shizen-
shugi [naturalism] and shirakaba-ha [White Birch School], are often considered to have originated 
this form of literature (Asai et al. 2000: 8-9; Keene 1996b: 13-15). These literary movements oc-
curred at the end of the Meiji period (1868-1912) and the early Taishō period (1912-1926). This 
period, the beginning of the twentieth century, was marked by debates on the Japanese nationalism 
and identity, especially incited by Japan’s victory over Russia in the Russo-Japanese War in 1905. 
This situation was commented by the writer Natsume Sōseki37 in his speech titled Gendai nihon 
no kaika [Civilisation and Enlightenment in Contemporary Japan] in 1911 as follows:  

 
“[…] [I] have heard lofty opinions here and there that [Japan] has become a first-rate 
power after the war [Russo-Japanese war]” (Natsume 1968a: 412, translation from 
Japanese by the author). 

 
The victory in the Russo-Japanese War was a milestone to establish a nation-state in Japan (Mi-
khailova 2008: 155-156, 175-176). In terms of economy, the capitalistic industrialisation intensi-
fied after the war, and the population in the capital Tokyo surged (Komori 1996: 318). As a coun-
ter-reaction, the idyllic image of the countryside became widespread (Suzuki 2007: 458). Around 
the same time, there was a stronger advocation of the “cultural uniqueness” of Japan (Karatani 
2002: 86). For example, the victory of Japan was explained as a result of the inherited code of 
samurai in Japanese people38 (Fujio 2006: 8). Along with bushidō [the code of samurai], other 
cultural practices became popular in this period, such as Zen and tea ceremonies39, that still have a 
persistent influence in the today’s image of Japanese culture (Mikhailova 2008: 155).  
 
In the field of literature, there was also a focus on the national identity of Japanese literature and 
ways to formulate the national literature were explored. The journal named Shumi [Taste] pub-
lished in 1906 explains in the inaugural issue as follows:  
 

“Internationally, our country has shocked the world powers and has established our-
selves as the leader of Asia. But nationally, looking at the world of literary arts, we 
still remain in the confines of the past. We have yet to see new art that will represent 
new Japan […]”40 (qtd. in Ueda 2008: 35).  

 
As can be seen here in this quote, the beginning of the twentieth century was a time when literature 
was situated in and constituting diffractions between ‘old’ and ‘new’ Japanese literature as well as 
                                                             
 
37 For more about Sōseki, see Chapter 5.  
38 For further details of the code of samurai, see Bolitho 1984.  
39 For example, the Book of Tea by Okakura Tenshin (Kakuzō) first published in New York in 1906 introduced the culture of tea 
ceremony outside of Japan.  
40 Translation from Japanese by Ueda  
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between Japanese and non-Japanese literature (Ueda 2008: 27). The ‘modern’ literature was for-
mulated under several major changes; Literature was re-conceptualised as a type of art, the growth 
of media allowed readers to get to know private lives of authors and original sources of their works, 
and the new style of writing in vernacular language became increasingly prevalent (Ueda 2008: 
27; Naff 2011: 8). Therefore, in this period, the concept of ‘literature’ was not stable but was 
actively being formulated, negotiated and tested. In the same way, as I will show in the next chapter, 
‘nature’ and ‘self’ were being negotiated through literature. As a pre-taste of the next chapter, I 
here give an example of the literary scholar Haga Yaichi (1867-1927) who published a book named 
Kokumin-sei jū-ron [Theories of ten features of people] in 1907 to illuminate positive features of 
Japanese people. One of the features of Japanese people raised in his book is the capacity “to love 
plants and appreciate nature” (qtd. in Kawazoe 2003: 72-73, translation from Japanese by the au-
thor). Haga finds an evidence of this feature in Genji monogatari [The tale of Genji], which was 
written at the beginning of the eleventh century, pointing out that people’s emotions are echoed 
with nature. According to Haga, “[…] this [correspondence between people and nature] has formed 
the basis of Japanese literature […]” (qtd. in Ibid. 73). Therefore, already back at the beginning of 
the twentieth century, Japanese literary tradition was discussed in relation to the idea of ‘love of 
nature’ in Japanese culture. Keeping this in mind, I will now continue the discussion focusing on 
a strand of ‘new’ Japanese literature rising at the beginning of the twentieth century.  
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Analysis I: Diffractions of the Observer and the Observed   

The previous chapter analysed the debates within Japanese literary criticism and how ‘self’ and 
‘nature’ have been continuously debated. Discussing the major trends of literature in Japan, I will 
follow diffractions – becomings as a result of enactments of borderlines – of different concepts. 
More specifically, with a focus on novels confessing about ‘self’, I aim to examine how becomings 
of ‘self’ occur through diffractions between ‘self’ as the subject and ‘self’ as the object. I will 
focus here specifically on Japanese naturalism.  

4.1. Between Realism and Romanticism  

4.1.1. Japanese Naturalism: Individualism and Science  
Japanese naturalism flourished at the end of the Meiji period, that is, around 1906-1911(Nihon 
kindai bungakukan 1978: 166-167). Before naturalism, popular novels like Konjikiyasha (1897-
1902) by Ozaki Kōyō and Hototogisu (1898-1899) by Tokutomi Roka utilised a classical style 
(bungotai) for descriptive parts but a colloquial style (kōgotai) for conversation parts (Sakuta 
2016b: 200-201). Naturalism was seen as a step away from traditionalism and this literary style 
explicitly criticised feudal conventions and formalistic morals as well as the descriptions of them 
in a decorative manner. Famous naturalist writers include, for instance, Tayama Katai (1872-1930), 
Shimazaki Tōson (1872-1943)41, Tokuda Shūsei (1871-1943) and Masamune Hakuchō (1879-
1962). Among them, Katai, who spearheaded the Japanese naturalism movement (see discussion 
in Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 166-167), explains the method of naturalism as embedded in 
realism. His definition in the essay called ‘Sei’ ni okeru kokoromi [An experiment regarding ‘the 
life’] (1908) lays out the programme of naturalism as follows:  
 

“I attempted to follow a way to just write out the objective materials as materials, 
without mixing the subjectivity up even slightly nor adding any distortions. Avoiding 
not only adding the author’s subjectivity but also intruding into objects and phenom-
ena and the inner spirits of people, [I] describe the phenomena precisely as [I] saw, 
heard and touched. This is so-called the planner description […]” (qtd. in Takimoto 
1998: 64-65, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
With this quote, Katai places himself firmly in what he calls “the planner description” and I will 
come back to the significance of this below. In the essay titled Watakushi-shōsetsu-ron [Theories 
of I-novels] published in 1935, Kobayashi Hideo compares the rise of ‘I-novels’ in Europe and 
Japan42. He insists that ‘I-novels’ in Europe developed from the literary movement of romanticism, 
as a counter-reaction to the naturalism which treated human subjects deterministically. On the 
other hand, in Japan, it was the naturalism which led to the prosperity of ‘I-novels’, which, for 
Kobayashi, indicates that Japanese writers only learned the technical aspect (objective descrip-
tions) of French naturalism (Kobayashi 1975: 294-310; see also Keene 1997: 349-350). Based on 
these propositions, it has been repeated that, unlike the western naturalism, Japanese naturalism 
condensed western literary transitions into a few decades, containing features of romanticism and 
                                                             
 
41 Tōson did not recognise himself as a member of naturalism but is often treated as a naturalist writer (Naff 2011: 25).  
42 Even though Kobayashi uses the term ‘I-novels’ also for the European literary context, the concept of ‘I-novels’ is not exactly 
the same as western concepts like “first-person novels”, “Ich-Roman”, nor “autobiographical novels”. This is why “I-novels” has 
been one of the most discussed topics in the field of Japanese modern literature (Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 539). 
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even symbolism at the same time (Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 166, 168; Nakajima 1995: 11). 
Indeed, a century of European literary history was introduced and taught in Japan and influenced 
Japanese writers in different ways (see also Naff 2011: 13-19). As Ken Henshall observes, this 
intermixture of different ‘-isms’ has been interpreted by many scholars of Japanese literature as a 
“failure” of importing naturalism (2010: 333). An example is Kobayashi Hideo above who spec-
ulated Japanese naturalism as a superficial technique of naturalism. These scholars opined that the 
amalgamation of ‘superficial’ scientism and individualism hindered Japan to develop either of 
them sufficiently (Ibid. 333). Judging from the Henshall’s study, this view seems to have been 
advocated especially in the 1950s-1970s, when the lack of the modern subjectivity in Japanese 
culture was actively debated after WWII (see a discussion of Chapter 3.2).  
 
However, to me, the definition of Japanese naturalism as merely a poorly applied technique is a 
narrow perspective and an insufficient one to explain the emergence of naturalism in Japan. Based 
on the interpretation of Katai above, Japanese naturalism indeed emphasised ‘the planner descrip-
tion’ on the one hand but was much more than that. For example, in 1907, Katagami Tengen, a 
scholar of Russian literature, claimed that naturalism in literature emerged as a reaction to discom-
fort with realism and its hope is to endow literature with “a sense of life” (Suzuki 2007: 434-435, 
translation from Japanese by the author). Moreover, in 1908, Katai also commented that Japanese 
naturalism has “a strong sense of self-awareness which tries to establish individuality and to touch 
upon truths of human life, destroying old morality and conventions”43 (qtd. in Henshall 2010: 346). 
If you remember that Katai is the one who also manifested ‘the planner description’ in the com-
ment in 1908 quote above, it is evident that Japanese naturalists consciously worked with realism 
and romanticism to look for their own literary styles.  

4.1.2. The Discovery of Landscape and Genbun-icchi 
Indeed, it was not only Japanese naturalism which had contradictory goals and ambitions. Rather, 
I find it necessary to re-examine naturalism as an ambivalent literary movement itself. For example, 
the American novelist Frank Norris (1870-1902) interpreted naturalism as a meeting ground of 
realism and romanticism. Norris remarks that realism “notes only the surface of things” while 
romanticism is concerned with “the unplumbed depths of the human heart, and the mystery of sex, 
and the problems of life, and the black, unsearched penetralia of the soul of man” (qtd. in Pizer 
2018:13). For Norris, naturalism was “a fictional mode that illustrated some fundamental truth of 
life within a detailed presentation of the sensational and low” (Ibid. 15). This idea of naturalism 
has interesting similarities with Japanese naturalism, which pursued objective descriptions and the 
‘truth’ of humans including their ugliness simultaneously (Nihon kindai bungakukan 1978: 166; 
Sakuta 2016a: 200; Tenma 2011: 102). While Norris saw realism and romanticism as opposing 
concepts, Karatani Kōjin, one of the most influential literary critics and philosophers in Japan, 
argues that realism and romanticism do not contradict with each other in the first place, especially 
when concentrating upon the concept of ‘landscape’ (2001: 176, 208).  
 
The American nature writer, R.W. Emerson (1803-1882) argued in his essay named Nature (1836) 
that people can own lands but not landscapes. Following Emerson’s line of thoughts, it is only the 
poets who can ‘own’ the landscape because poets can have it as a whole, not as a part of a physical 
land (see Noda 2016: 320). In Emerson’s essay, the wholeness of landscapes is emphasised, there-
fore, the concept of ‘landscape’ and ‘nature’ are integrated. However, in his essay, The Philosophy 
of Landscape (1913), Georg Simmel points out that “[…] one now conceives a segment of nature 
itself as a separate unity, which estranges it from the concept of nature” when some parts of nature 
are taken as “landscape” (Simmel 2007: 22). Simmel argues that even though the “feeling for 
nature” has existed since antiquity, the concept of “landscape” emerged together with landscape 
paintings only in the modern period because it requires “a tearing away from the unitary feeling 
of the whole of nature” (Ibid. 22). More recently thinkers have reaffirmed Simmel’s definition. 
Karatani has termed the rise of the concept ‘landscape’ as “the turnover” – an inevitable paradox 
                                                             
 
43 Translation from Japanese by Henshall 
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that we talk about ‘landscape’ not because ‘landscape’ was there but because we discovered ‘land-
scape’ (2001: 174, 191-192, 199-206, translation from Japanese by the author). According to Kara-
tani, the emergence of the concept of ‘landscape’ during romanticism contributed to making a 
system of the subject/object division (see also in Chapter 2). In order to discover ‘landscape’, the 
estrangement of the ‘outer’ world and the concurrent internalisation of ‘self’ are necessary. In a 
similar way, Raymond Williams regards the separation as inherent in the idea of landscape, argu-
ing that “[t]he very idea of landscape implies separation and observation”44 (qtd. in Sand 2009: 
174). Realism claims to describe ‘landscape’ or ‘humans as landscape’, but the ‘described’ as an 
exterior entity could have only come into existence as a result of the very discovery of the ‘exterior’ 
itself (Karatani 2001: 206). To summarise this statement from an agential realistic perspective, the 
becoming of ‘landscape’ requires diffractions between the ‘exterior’ and the ‘interior’ or the ‘ob-
server’ and the ‘observed’, leading to a becoming of the inner subjectivity.  
 
Karatani develops this discussion in the realm of literature. Focusing on Paul Valéry’s observation 
that the description of the landscape in literature appeared at around the same time when the land-
scape emerged in paintings45, Karatani emphasises that the “description” cannot exist without the 
“outer world” (2001: 200-202). Following his argument, ‘objective descriptions’ and interests in 
the ‘inner self’ concurrently emerged. In the Japanese context, Karatani argues that the discovery 
of ‘landscape’ in Japan occurred in the 20s of the Meiji period, which means from 1887-1896 
(2001: 190). Karatani notes that “I should rather say that landscape had existed before being dis-
covered. However, landscape as landscape did not exist before, […]” (Ibid. 190, emphasis added, 
translation from Japanese by the author). He finds a similar history in ancient Japan, when écriture 
of ‘landscape’ emerged (Ibid. 191), but he accentuates that ‘landscape’ back then “[…] existed as 
a transcendental, metaphysical model, not through a relationship which an individual has with an 
object”46 (qtd. in Ibid. 192, emphasis in original). In other words, before the discovery of ‘land-
scape’ in the modern sense, there were no ‘descriptions’. Before that discovery, ‘landscape’ was 
not an ‘object’ to be experienced but rather a poetic or intellectual concept having been formulated 
and accumulated through literary cannons in the past4748 (Ibid. 193). This argument seems to be 
pertinent, especially following an argument by Joan W. Scott, who has pointed out that “experi-
ence” presupposes the idea of “individuals” (Alphen 2004: 108). According to Scott, individuals 
do not have experiences, but “experience constitutes subjectivity” (Ibid. 108, emphasis in original). 
Moreover, Fisher argues that “[…] the requirement that we respond to nature as nature becomes a 
requirement that we experience objects under appropriate natural descriptions”49 (Fisher 1991: 270, 
emphasis added).  
 
Karatani’s attention to the simultaneous rise of ‘description’ and ‘landscape’ would be of help to 
eschew the conventional faith in language. This faith is in language is precisely what Barad was 
cautious us about, if you remember Barad’s word that “[d]iscursive practices are often confused 
with linguistic expression, and meaning is often thought to be a property of words” (2003: 818). 
Instead of essentialising language and literature, becomings of specific writing systems and the 
very idea of ‘literature’ need to be investigated as explained in Chapter 2. In Japan, a shift in 
genbun-icchi – a reformation of literary language system to use vernacular language instead of 
conventional written language that was too different from the spoken50 – occurred in the 1880s, 
being widely accepted by around 1920 (Sand 2009: 177; Orbaugh 2003a: 25-26). Genbun-icchi 
was a part of the modernisation and standardisation of language. Even though Japan had a high 
                                                             
 
44 Similarly, Escobar summarises as: “[w]ith landscape art, nature took on a passive role, deprived of agency under a totalising 
perspective that created the impression of unity and control” (1999: 6). 
45 Karatani refers to Degas, dance, dessin (1936) by Paul Valéry (2001: 200-201).  
46 Karatani quotes a passage from a study by Usami Keiji to support his argument.  
47 For more details of relationships between literature and landscape before the Meiji period, for example, see Carter 2004.  
48 Even though the ‘landscape’ in the modern sense might not have existed before the Meiji period, there is a study claiming that 
‘nature’ as an ‘object’ and a perspective of ‘individuals’ already existed in the Edo period. For further details, see Tanaka 2003.  
49 Fisher makes this argument based on Malcolm Budd’s observation that the way people have experiences depends on how people 
conceptualise their experiences (Fisher 1991: 269-270).  
50 The colloquial written language had been already used in ‘lowbrow’ literature and narrative arts. However, these ‘lowbrow’ arts 
were excluded from the Japanese literary canon (Naff 2011: 8). The issue of this exclusion is also mentioned in Chapter 6.2.  
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literacy rate, only upper-class people could read official written language. Some thinkers at the 
time advocated that it would be more efficient to make the written and spoken language similar to 
modernise the whole nation; for example, authors of literature written for the purpose of enlight-
enment and newspaper writers attempted to use easier written language (Orbaugh 2003b: 26-27; 
Naff 2011: 10). The necessity of the reformation of written language was also recognised by people 
who translated foreign literature into Japanese51. Translators struggled not only to invent new vo-
cabularies or to rework existing words to introduce new ‘western’ concepts to Japan, such as 
“shōsetsu” as a translation of the “novel” (Naff 2011: 6-7), but also to invent new narrative tech-
niques that would comply with the Japanese language (Orbaugh 2003b: 27-28). Compared with 
western “neutral” or “objective” languages narrated by autonomous “individuals”, traditional Jap-
anese written language inevitably expressed the position of a narrator in the hierarchical society 
(Orbaugh 2003b: 28-29). Indeed, for example, a playwright who begun to utilise genbun-icchi in 
his plays commented in 1905 that genbun-icchi is good at explaining the scenes without adding 
the subjective opinions (see the discussion in Kido 2011: 5-6).  
 
Some literary critics have argued that Japanese naturalism was contradictory and immature as the 
establishment of the ‘individual’ and the ‘impersonal’ description were pursued at the same time 
(Tenma 2011: 102). However, following Karatani, the discovery of ‘landscape’ was hand in hand 
with this genbun-icchi movement. The genbun-icchi allowed writers to describe ‘landscape’ ob-
jectively at the same time to ensure their inner subjectivity (Sand 2009: 177). To put it differently, 
the genbun-icchi worked as a device to diffract the objectivity and the subjectivity or the exterior 
and the interior, through narrative works. However, the way how diffractions occurred actually 
shifted over time and with different authors. Therefore, I will now narrow down my focus and 
analyse a few literary movements to look at the fluidity of diffractions. In the following segment, 
I scrutinise naturalism and their ‘confessions’ in the form of novels. I will trace becomings of  ‘self’ 
and how agential cuts between the subject and the object occur.  

4.2. Tayama Katai and Naturalism      

4.2.1. Sexuality and the ‘Truth’ of Humans  
According to Henshall, while Zola’s naturalism52  had been introduced in Japan, Japanese writers 
were influenced more by “German pro-individual, anti-convention naturalism” (2010: 343-349). 
There was also a strong influence from Nietzsche as can be seen in a work of Katai, Tsuma [Wife] 
in 1908-1909, in which Katai praises Nietzsche because “[…] [h]is ideology belongs not to good 
or evil but makes itself a part of the strength of nature” (qtd. Ibid. 346). Combining this with 
Katai’s other insistence that naturalism aims to disrupt ‘old morality and conventions’, using 
Henshall’s word, what Katai puts stress on in his writings is “the natural individual” (Ibid. 347). 
In other words, Katai was more interested in the idea of ‘individual’ connected with ‘nature’ rather 
than the concept of ‘individual’ as constituting society53. Katai’s idea of the individual is reflected 
through a passage in his best-known novel, The Quilt [Futon]54, originally published in 1907:  

 

                                                             
 
51 Japanese translations of foreign literature started from the late 1870s, being increased in the mid-1880s when the first generation 
who got the education of foreign language and literature launched their translation jobs (Naff 2011: 7; cf. Manabe 1967: 9).  
52 The Zola’s famous naturalist manifesto can be seen in Le Roman experimental [The Experimental Novel] (1880); “[t]he experi-
mental novel is a consequence of the scientific evolution of the country: it continues and complements physiology, which is itself 
based upon chemistry and physics. It substitutes for the study of abstract man the study of natural man, governed by physico-
chemical laws and determined by environmental influences: it is, in short, the literature of our scientific age” (qtd. in Henshall 
2010: 335-336). 
53 The Japanese term, ‘shakai’ is adopted as a translation of the western concept ‘society’, first in 1875 (Naff 2011: 23).  
54 A brief plot is; The protagonist, Tokio seems to be the author himself who is a married middle-aged writer. He falls in love with 
his female student, Yoshiko, living in his house. When Yoshiko gets a boyfriend, Tokio is seized with jealousy. In the end, Yoshiko 
breaks up with her boyfriend and leaves Tokio’s house. Tokio crises, pressing his face against the quilt Yoshiko used.  
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“He was sad, truly deeply sad. His sadness was not the sadness of florid youth, nor 
simply the sadness of lovers. It was a more profound and greater sadness, a sadness 
inherent in the innermost reaches of human life. The flowing of moving waters, the 
withering of blossoming flowers – when encountering that irresistible force which is 
deep within nature, there is nothing as wretched nor as transient as man” (qtd. in 
Andō 2012: 117, emphasis added)55 

 
With Katai, Andō sees the process in which a deep introspection of ‘self’ reaches the universality, 
or ‘nature’. Itō Sei has classified ‘I-novels’ into two types of novels56. Using Itō’s classification, 
The Quilt follows “the descending model”, in which the protagonist destroys one’s daily life little 
by little, in order to find the ‘truth’ of human lives (2004: 183). The Quilt is a descending one, 
because the author digs into his ugly aspects, discovering a path to connect with the universal 
‘nature’. This is not about unveiling the ‘true’ self but is a becoming of the ‘true’ self through the 
very act of writing this confessional novel. In regard to this idea of ‘true’ self, it has an interesting 
correspondence with what Foucault saw in ‘western’ culture. In the book The History of Sexuality, 
Foucault observes the “western” faith that ‘true’ self can be uncovered through “one’s sexuality” 
(see Besley 2005: 374). The ‘irresistible force’ of ‘nature’ expressed in The Quilt could be under-
stood as a sexual desire of the protagonist. Indeed, after the publication of The Quilt in 1907, in 
the following months, different literary magazines actively debated descriptions of sexuality in 
literature, continuing for a year (Mitsuishi 1999: 29). Analysing various magazines, Mitsuishi 
found three major attitudes about this dispute: (1) an opinion that descriptions of sexuality are 
unpleasant and vulgar, not suitable for the aesthetic purpose of art, (2) an argument that it is inev-
itable to describe sexuality when art is supposed to describe the ‘truth’ of human beings and that 
sexuality is neither beautiful nor ugly and is merely a part of the ‘truth’ of human lives, and (3) an 
idea that sexuality can be properly described as art only when an author is ‘sombre’ or ‘serious’ 
enough57 (Ibid. 29-31). As Mitsuishi observes, all of the arguments are similar in the sense that 
they see sexuality as a ‘truth’ or instinct of humans. This implies that the ‘western’ discourse of 
sexuality vis-à-vis the ‘truth’ of humans, which Foucault suggests, was quite prevalent in Japan at 
the beginning of the twentieth century.  
 
However, what is more interesting is that this discourse of sexuality was discussed in relation to 
the idea of ‘literature’. Going back to the three stances above, the differences appear in a question 
of whether an author should or is able to uncover the ‘truth’ or not (Mitsuishi 1999: 30). Through 
these discussions, naturalists diffracted themselves from their imitators. Naturalists insisted that 
they describe sexuality not because they aim to describe sexuality itself but to describe the ‘truth’ 
of human beings and that they are qualified to properly aestheticise sexuality (Ibid. 32-33). Even 
though, after all, naturalism was labelled as obscene and indecent, being on the wane after around 
1910 (Suzuki 2011: 245), their literary movement shows an interesting way to diffract themselves 
as a proper observer of the ‘truth’ of human beings58.  

4.2.2. Naturalists’ ‘Nature’  
To better understand how naturalists diffracted themselves as observers, the concept of ‘nature’ 
should be taken into consideration as well. In addition to romanticism, realism and European nat-
uralism, Japanese naturalism was also under an influence of symbolism. According to Suzuki Sa-
dami, it was well-known in Japan back then that naturalism had been in decline in Europe and that 
symbolism was on the rise (2011: 244). Symbolism in Japan was introduced extensively by the 
                                                             
 
55 For this quote, I utilised an English version of the novel. The translation by Henshall 1981: 55. 
56 For more details about the two types, see Itō 2004 and Sakuta 2016a.  
57 The discussion further developed to talk about education too. The proper education of readers was advocated so that readers 
would become capable of appreciating sexuality in literature in an aesthetic sense (Mitsuichi 1999: 31-32).  
58 Even though a comparative literary study is beyond the scope of this thesis, it would be interesting to note that, at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, the US had a literary debate over the ‘truth’ of non-human animals, in which it was discussed whether 
animals solely have violent instincts (a scientific view) or have learning abilities or creativities (an anthropomorphic view) (for 
more details, see Bateman 2017, chapter 1).  
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book published in 1900 by Mori Ōgai, which explains how “late-naturalism” and symbolism are 
identical in seeking to disclose the esoteric ‘nature’ (Ibid. 245). Reading this book, Katai published 
an essay in 1901, explaining that: 
 

“[e]arly-naturalism strived to gain a figure of the external form of nature by rejecting 
the imaginative/mythical subjectivity, but the late-naturalism yearns for nature, losing 
oneself deeply in nature, at the same time, pursuing to capture the inner esoteric life” 
(qtd. in Tokumaru 2008: 40, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
Following Katai’s various comments and The Quilt [Futon] itself, what is reflected is his continu-
ous faith in the ‘subject’ as an observer. Katai presupposes the ‘observer’ in both objective obser-
vations and inner explorations. The concept of inner ‘nature’ requires further investigation. Kido 
Yūichi’s research is inspiring in this regard. Kido traced a shifting idea of ‘nature’ in performing 
arts in relation to literary movements at the beginning of the twentieth century. According to Kido, 
the idea ‘nature’ became topical after the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) in reforming the dia-
logues and monologues of plays when it became active to write scripts based on novels. As novels 
back then were written in the traditional written language, playwrights were struggling to employ 
more colloquial or ‘natural’ language for the dialogues as well as to omit ‘unnatural’ monologues 
judged from the realism (2011: 3-7). In this context, ‘nature’ signified something close to daily 
life experiences. However, the change in the idea of ‘nature’ occurred when realism was put under 
criticism for its superficiality in the 1900s, mainly due to the vogue for symbolism as discussed 
above (Suzuki 2011: 250-252). Instead of the superficial appearance, ‘nature’ began to signify the 
inner ‘natural’ emotions of the characters (Kido 2011: 7-10; see also Yamashita 1999: 13-2359). 
Kido argues that this change was more crucial than it appeared. Kido quotes an essay of Katai, 
written in 1907, in which Katai says:  
 

“Any kinds of unnatural characters, if they are the real humans, should have natural 
progression to get unnatural. Naturalism is rather characterised in depicting this un-
naturalness in nature – contingent traits” (qtd. in Kido 2011: 8, translation from Jap-
anese by the author).  

 
Reflecting this Katai’s argument, Kido explains that it is the ‘subject’ who decides what is ‘natural’. 
In other words, unlike the surface reality or naturalness, it depends more heavily on a judgement 
of the observer (of the subject) what the inner naturalness is (Ibid. 7-10). Kido locates the flourish 
of plays and novels based on true stories, diaries or confessions in this trend, arguing that these 
‘true’ stories and experiences of the ‘subject’ contributed to add the credibility to what was ‘natural’ 
for the ‘subject’ (Ibid. 7-10). In other words, novels with a style of confession were a powerful 
rendition to diffract naturalists from other writers, that is, to promote becomings of naturalists as 
proper ‘observers/subjects’ to uncover the ‘truth/nature’ of humans. However, as Mitsuishi men-
tions, these diffractions and becomings occurred not solely through the novels but also in the de-
bates over these novels (1999: 32-34, 36). In the case of The Quilt, pro-naturalists were faced with 
a situation where they had to re-qualify the protagonist (or Katai himself) as a reliable novelist 
even though he was discredited as a pathetic man in the novel. In a series of discussions about The 
Quilt and literary descriptions of sexuality in general, pro-naturalists promoted to diffract natural-
ists as competent writers, by emphasising naturalists as skilled ‘observers’ of the ‘truth/nature’ of 
humans including ‘sexuality’ (Ibid. 36).  
 
Diffractions between the observed (‘self’ as the object) and the observer (‘self’ as the subject) by 
a use of ‘confessional’ form in novels were not really questioned by naturalists, as naturalists had 
confidence in the ‘subject’ being capable of describing and confessing the ‘self’ as the object (see 
also Kobayashi 1975: 309). The idea of the reliable subject as an observer was critically explored 

                                                             
 
59 Yamashita (1999) sees a similar shift in a trilogy novel written in 1907-1920 by Takahama Kyoshi (1874-1959), the realist poet 
and novelist. Yamashita also observes a complexity of naturalism that some naturalists got closer to realism in their late careers. 
Therefore, the concept of ‘nature’ did not change in a linear way.  
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by other writers, like Natsume Sōseki, who I will take a closer look at in coming Chapter 5. The 
analysis so far questions a recurrent view of naturalists, as having a fragile sense of self expressed 
in their novels in which protagonists were usually vulnerable in front of their ‘nature’ or ‘fate’ 
(Keene 1996a: 314-315; Shields 2018:167; Matsumoro 1995: 26-28; cf. Sakuta 2016a). This con-
ventional view seems to overemphasise Zolaesque naturalism – a deterministic understanding of 
humans – which is not the same as Japanese naturalism (see also Naff 2011: 22; see also discussion 
in Chapter 4.1.). However, when acts of confessions themselves are taken into consideration, be-
comings of ‘self’ can be observed through agential-cuts between the subject (the observer) and the 
object (the observed). The naturalists’ technique of confessions echoes with Foucault’s idea of 
confession when Foucault commented that “[t]he confession became one of the […] most highly 
valued techniques for producing truth […]” (qtd. in Fejes and Dahlstedt 2012: 1). In the case of 
Japanese naturalism, confessions led becomings of not only the ‘truth’ but also ‘nature’ within 
human beings. In other words, confessions through novels enabled writers to show themselves as 
actors in diffracting ‘nature’ and ‘truth’. In turn, writers were diffracted as competent writer who 
can properly face with and describe the ‘nature/truth’. This diffraction was led not only by their 
acts of writing novels but also by literary debates over what ‘literature’ is and should be. The 
naturalists’ concept of ‘nature’ has often been understood as ‘nature’ as the objective universal 
world (Andō 2012: 118-119, 311; see also Sakuta 2016a). However, based on this diffraction anal-
ysis, I argue that diffractions between what is ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ were achieved through their 
acts of writing novels and in turn enabled writers to diffract themselves as the competent ‘subject’ 
in pursuing the ‘truth’ of humans.  
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Analysis II: Beyond Human Agencies  

The previous chapter scrutinised the complexity of Japanese naturalism in its influences and 
thoughts. I examined how the idea of ‘nature’ as the inner ‘truth’ of humans offered an opportunity 
for writers to diffract themselves from other writers through confessing the ‘truth’ of the objecti-
fied self. However, of course, naturalism was not the only literary movement during this period. 
In this chapter, as examples of non-naturalist writers, I will especially focus on White Birch School 
writers and one of the most renowned writers in Japan, Natsume Sōseki (1867-1916).  

5.1. Becomings of Individuals   

5.1.1. White Birch School and Extreme Subjectivity  
Natsume Sōseki has often been regarded as a writer who was critical to Japanese rapid moderni-
sation and at the same time advocated individualism (Shibata 2009: 32; Orbaugh 2003b: 32). In 
his well-known speech, Gendai nihon no kaika [Civilisation and Modernisation in Contemporary 
Japan] in 1911, he questions the precipitate modernisation of Japan forced by the western country, 
in which he insists: 

 
“Western civilisation and modernisation (that is normal civilisation and modernisa-
tion) occurred from intrinsic motivation, but Japanese ones arose from extrinsic mo-
tivation” (Natsume 1968a: 408, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
Sōseki applies this criticism to Japanese people as well. In Watakushi no kojin shugi [My Individ-
ualism] in 1914, he comments as follows:  
 

“Why do you think you hear so much about Bergson these days, or Eucken? Simply 
because Japanese see what is being talked about abroad, and, in imitation, they begin 
shouting about it at home” (Rubin and Natsume 1979: 3360).  

 
Sōseki advocates that Japanese people need to cultivate ‘proper individualism’. Sōseki opines that 
one should not only develop one’s subjectivity but also respect the subjectivities of others.  
 

“There has been a good deal of talk about ‘the ego’ and ‘self-awareness’ these days 
as a justification for unrestrained self-assertion. […] I firmly believe that […], if one 
has any idea of justice, he must grant others the freedom to develop their individuality 
for the sake of their personal happiness, even as he secures it for himself” (Rubin and 
Natsume 1979: 38).  

 
It is important to note that these two quotes about ‘individuals’ come from the speech; My Indi-
vidualism given at Gakushūin [Peer’s School] in 1914. Gakushūin was a school for privileged 
families (Asai et al. 2000: 5) and most of the White Birch School [Shirakaba-ha] writers graduated 
from here. White Birch School authors included, to name a few, Mushakōji Saneatsu (1885-1976), 
Shiga Naoya (1883-1971), Arishima Takeo (1878-1923), Satomi Ton (1888-1983) and Nagayo 
Yoshirō (1888-1961). Their magazine, The White Birch [Shirakaba] was first published in 1910. 
                                                             
 
60 In this essay, Jay Rubin translates Watakushi no Kojinshugi from Japanese into English.  
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The magazine did not only publish literature but contributed to introduce western artists to Japan 
like Auguste Rodin, Paul Cézanne, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Vincent van Gogh and Paul Gauguin 
(Keene 1996a: 312). Influenced mainly by Christianity, Tolstoyism and socialism, White Birch 
School is characterised as their “idealist humanism” as proposed by Mushakōji. With their ‘idealist 
humanism’, White Birch School writers considered individualism as essential for a person to be 
capable of controlling “his own destiny via the power of the will” (Shields 2018: 167). The essay, 
‘Jiko no tame’ oyobi sonohoka ni tuite [About ‘For the Sake of Myself’ and Others] in 1912, 
Mushakōji casts doubt on the objectivity. He writes:  
 

“[…] From the beginning, I have endeavoured to widen and deepen my subjectivity. 
I have not yet been able to believe that humans can be truly objective. […] Nowadays, 
we cannot be satisfied with the objectivity naturalism presents. It is more individual-
istic. […] We cannot [either] be satisfied with the subjectivity before naturalism” 
(Mushakōji 1973: 81, translation from Japanese by the author). 

After this passage criticising naturalism for its inadequate refinement of the ideas of ‘subjectivity’ 
and ‘objectivity’, Mushakōji elaborates on his own idea of what subjectivity is:  
 

“I believe that ‘the self’ includes: a desire as an individual, a desire as a social animal, 
a desire as a human being ([…]), a desire as an animal, a desire as the earth, a desire 
as a thing itself61” (Ibid. 81).  

Mushakōji argues that one should strive for harmonising the many different desires. He criticises 
the naturalist’s objectivity as limited, insisting that one cannot be truly objective “unless the self 
becomes one with nature” (Ibid. 82). A similar idea can be seen in the novel Kinosaki nite [At 
Kinosaki] (1917) by Shiga Naoya, another White Birch School writer. In this novel, the protagonist 
became injured by an almost fatal train accident. The protagonist, therefore, comes to Kinosaki, a 
hot spring area in Hyōgo prefecture in the Kansai region, for a recuperation. It is a short story 
consisting of detailed descriptions of the death of three animals the protagonist encounters. One of 
the deaths is caused by the protagonist himself, coming up with an idea to surprise the lizard resting 
on a stone. He ponders on this incident, writing:  
 

 “It was something I had done, of course, but it was absolutely fortuitous. For the 
lizard, it was a totally unexpected death. I squatted there for some while. With the 
feeling that it was myself and the lizard now, I became as the lizard. I lived that feeling. 
I felt it was piteous, and at the same time I felt the loneliness of all life. By chance I 
had not died. By chance the lizard had died” (Shiga and Dunlop62 1982: 54). 

By considering himself and the lizard interchangeably as well as his action in a domain of coinci-
dence, the agential cuts between the subject (the killer or the observer) and the object (the killed 
or the observed) are blurred. The novel’s perspective is quite narrow and detailed, showing solely 
the personal world of the protagonist (Tansman 2002: 134). Instead of uncovering the inner part 
of the objectified ‘self’ like The Quilt, At Kinosaki narrates the world of ‘subjectivity’. Following 
Foucault’s idea of ‘confession’, the subject/object diffraction inevitably emerges in the acts of 
confession. However, in At Kinosaki, that diffraction is rather concealed. In the case of naturalists, 
the diffraction between the subject (the self as an author) and the object (the self as the observed) 
promoted the further becoming of the subject as a competent writer to describe the ‘truth’ of human 

                                                             
 
61 Mushakōji explains about the ‘desire as a thing itself’ as follows; “I cannot get satisfied with just surrendering myself to the 
‘desire as a thing itself’ like Buddha, nor killing the ‘desire as an animal’ as Christianity does (Mushakōji 1973: 82, translation 
from Japanese by the author). That ‘desire as a thing itself’ therefore seems to be used as a desire to immerse oneself into the 
universal nature, as can be seen how another White Birch School writer, Nagayo Yoshirō used the word; “ [H]armonise with human 
species by being a hard-working and a loyal worker as much as possible as a member of human species, and harmonise with the 
life of the origin of the whole universe, as obedient as possible like floating as a thing itself, the original self” (qtd. In Nihon kokugo 
daijiten 2001b: 943, translation from Japanese by the author).  
62 Translation from Japanese by Dunlop  
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beings. In contrast, White Birch School writers pursued to cultivate their subjectivity, making the 
subject/object diffraction ambiguous to engulf everything under subjectivity63.  

5.1.2. Different Individualisms  
In his another essay titled Jiko no aru hito [A person with an ego](1913), Mushakōji remarks that 
“[i]f a person asserts the power of self but does not feel mankind and the will of nature in him, 
then that person is incapable of understanding the power of the genuine self” (qtd. In Yiu 2008: 
21764). Therefore, for Mushakōji, his ‘self’ contained objectivity, other humans and ‘nature’ in 
general (see also Suzuki 2007: 453). In comparison with the writers of the older generation like 
Natsume Sōseki and Mori Ōgai who were born in the 1860s, and who had  witnessed the develop-
ment of the idea of ‘individual’ in Japan65, it might have been easier for White Birch School writers 
(many of them born in the 1880s) to have stronger confidence in themselves as “modern individ-
uals” (Orbaugh 2003a: 122; Andō 2012: 102, 105-106). I have no intention here to argue that all 
writers born after the 1880s accepted an idea of the autonomous ‘individual’ 66. However, at least, 
Sōseki would have had White Birch School writers in mind when he criticised the ‘unrestrained 
self-assertion’ in a speech given at Gakushūin in 1914, by which Sōseki seemed to distance himself 
from these writers of the ‘new’ generation67 (for more about their generation gap see Andō 2012; 
Fukuchi 1993).  
 
Sōseki’s doubt in ‘individualism’ can be also seen in a well-known passage in one of his novels, 
Kokoro [The Heart/The Mind] (1914), which is:  
 

 “You see, loneliness is the price we have to pay for being born in this modern age, 
so full of freedom, independence, and our own egotistical selves” (Natsume 1968b: 
3068).  

 
Kokoro’s brief plot is as follows. The protagonist (‘I’) gets to know a man who the protagonist 
calls as sensei [the teacher]. After the Meiji emperor died, the protagonist receives a long letter 
from the teacher. The letter is a form of a testament, in which the teacher explains his past. (The 
half of the novel is narrated by ‘I’, but the other half is this testament.) The teacher betrayed his 
friend, K and got married to a woman who K also had fallen in love with. After hearing about the 
engagement between the teacher and the woman, K had killed himself. The teacher himself had 
an experience of being betrayed by his uncle in regard to the inheritance. The testament explained 
that the teacher would commit ritual suicide, junshi. The testament ends by asking the protagonist 
not to tell the teacher’s wife about the past between the teacher and K.  
 
At first sight, through this novel, Sōseki seems to express individualism rather similar to White 
Birch School. This novel’s representations of the teacher’s and K’s “independence and freedom” 
(killing themselves without talking openly with people concerned) could be inferred as egoism 
(Fukuchi 1993: 473). Also, their suicides could be explained as a result of their ‘loneliness’ 
emerged from egoism. However, the teacher explains in his suicide letter that he commits junshi 
                                                             
 
63 It was not only Japanese naturalism influenced by symbolism, which I mentioned in Chapter 4, but White Birch school and other 
writers like Natsume Sōseki, Akutagawa Ryūnosuke, and Tanizaki Junichirō also explored symbolic expressions of the inner uni-
versal ‘nature’ (Suzuki 2011: 252). Therefore, the differences among naturalism, White Birch School, and other literary groups 
and writers I present here is just one of the diverse aspects of their literary styles.  
64 Translation from Japanese by Yiu 
65 A sequence of laws enacted between 1869 and 1884 to reform the feudal social class system during the Edo period (1603-1867) 
(Orbaugh 2003b: 24). 
66 For example, Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892-1927) kept exploring an intersection between the modern subject and Japanese pre-
modern history (Orbaugh 2003b: 32) and popular literature writers like Nakazato Kaizan (1885-1944) portrayed other forms of 
‘individuals’ before the “civilization and enlightenment” were implemented in Japan  (Naff 2011: 4). For more about other writers 
at the beginning of the twentieth century, see Chapter 6.2.  
67 According to Sōseki’s own explanation, Sōseki puts the stress on the importance to respect others’ subjectivities because “many 
of you here will surely be in positions from which you can obstruct others some day; many among you will be able to exploit your 
power and your money” (Rubin and Natsume 1979: 38-39). 
68 I utilised an English version of the novel. 
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not for these personal reasons but for “the spirit of the Meiji era” (Natsume 1968b: 245). The 
mentioning of ‘the spirit of the Meiji era’ in this novel is a reference to the General, Nogi Maresuke 
(1849-1912) who committed ritual suicide to follow the Meiji emperor into death on the same day 
when the funeral of the emperor was conducted. The death of Nogi was a huge news in and outside 
Japan, giving rise to both positive and negative opinions (Bargen 2006: 2-3). Junshi is a pre-mod-
ern type of suicide linked to dying for the lord, which has been prohibited after 166369 in Japan. 
Nogi not only dared to commit junshi but also to conduct it in the most honourable way70 after 
changing his cloth from the military uniform with a western style to traditional Japanese attire 
(Ibid. 1). Writers of White Birch School were highly critical to the suicide and saw it as old-fash-
ioned. Shiga Naoya, one of the White Birch School writers, was apathetic to the death of the Meiji 
emperor in the first place, leaving a brief comment in his diary that “He [the emperor] seemed to 
be a good person. It was pity” (qtd. in Andō 2012: 102, translation from Japanese by the author). 
For White Birch School writers, sacrificing one’s life for others was just outdated. According to 
Andō, with a clear sense of self, they were not so much concerned with how individuals are con-
strained by society (Ibid. 102). However, it should be also noted that the High Treason Incident in 
1910-11 left a profound influence on Japanese people’s idea of the relation between individuals 
and society. In that incident, many socialists and anarchists were arrested for allegedly plotting an 
assassination of the Meiji emperor. Without a fair trial, more than 20 people were sentenced to 
death. This incident forced Japanese people to face with the immense authority of the government 
over individuals (Takimoto 1998: 83; Shields 2018: 167-168). As a response to these events, it has 
often been surmised that White Birch School rather retreated from the social and political fields 
and confined themselves in their ideals, irrespective of their early influences from Tolstoy and 
socialism (Shields 2018: 168). At any rate, the ‘individualism’ White Birch School writers advo-
cated was different from the ‘individualism’ under the democratic Constitution71 established after 
the WWII72.  

5.2. Critical Explorations of Diffractions by Natsume Sōseki  

5.2.1. Sōseki’s Diffractions  
Unlike for White Birch School writers, the Nogi’s death had a greater significance for Sōseki and 
Mori Ōgai73. According to Andō Hiroshi, both Sōseki and Ōgai were aware of the death of Nogi 
as a “performance”, in which the “individual” is forged as an existence to commit to an act for the 
“community” (2012: 101, 105). To put it differently, for Sōseki and Ōgai, Nogi’s death symbolised 
the becoming of the discursive ‘individual’ through his material death. Andō argues that Sōseki 
and Ōgai realised this mechanism because they were positioned between Nogi and Mushakōji, that 
is, both of them cannot find their subjectivity not fully as public nor as private74 (Ibid. 106). In the 
novel Kokoro, in the testament, the teacher also writes as follows: 
 

“Perhaps you will not understand clearly why I am about to die, no more than I can 
fully understand why General Nogi killed himself. You and I belong to different eras, 
and so we think differently. There is nothing we can do to bridge the gap between us. 
Of course, it may be more correct to say that we are different simply because we are 

                                                             
 
69 In 1663, the shogunate government announced the prohibition of junshi orally to the regional lords. The written form of the 
prohibition was made in 1683 (Taniguchi 2015: 96).  
70 Nogi followed the way considered the hardest; “[h]e cut open his stomach from left to right and then from the bottom up, […] 
impaled himself […]” (Bargen 2006: 1).  
71 For more about pre-war discussions of democracy, see Kawamura 2014.  
72 The Meiji Constitution, having been in effect from 1890-1947, stipulated Japan as the “family state”, which endowed the emperor 
(the father) with the absolute supremacy over Japanese people (the emperor’s children) (Orbaugh 2003a: 29).  
73 Sōseki and Ōgai have often been discussed together as elite writers. Both studied abroad; Sōseki studied in England between 
1900-1902 and Ōgai in Germany 1884-1888 (Takimoto 1998: 77-83).  
74 For more about Ōgai, see Karatani 2016: 159-220; Bargen 2006: 85-158.  
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two separate human beings. At any rate, I have done my best in the above narrative 
to make you understand this strange person that is myself” (Natsume 1968b: 246).  

 
Judging from this passage, it seems that Sōseki did not have faith in confessions like other writers 
– that is, faith in écriture to depict the ‘truth’ of human beings or one’s ‘self’. Karatani reads Ko-
koro as a novel writing about “after the action is done” (2016: 170, translation from Japanese by 
the author). The teacher in his suicide note tries to understand why he decides to commit suicide 
but fails to fully capture ‘this strange person that is myself’ nor understand exactly why General 
Nogi committed junshi. By designing the novel as ‘after the action is done’, Karatani means that 
Kokoro is a novel which implies the inaccessibility of the exact reasons of “actions” people do 
(Ibid. 168-171).  
 
Indeed, Sōseki was sceptical to compress phenomena into fixed categories and words. In the 
speech, Civilisation and Enlightenment in Contemporary Japan in 1911, Sōseki commented as 
follows:  
 

“When you define something, due to the very definition, the defined thing stiffens up 
like a hard-glued craft. […] When I sum up its drawbacks, it is because it [the defini-
tion] deliberately squeezes the living thing into a square coffin, depriving it of its 
flexibility. […] You need to be careful not to define a changeable thing in a way that 
the definition does not allow the thing to change anymore” (Natsume 1968a: 403-404, 
emphasis added, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
Therefore, Sōseki recognised that definitions or the discursive could lead the material or the onto-
logical becomings, as he uses the expression, ‘the living thing’. In this case, it can be surmised that 
Sōseki saw the opposite direction of the becoming through the junshi of the General Nogi, that is, 
the discursive becoming of the individual through the material death. Kokoro consists of two con-
fessions: the teacher confesses about himself in the testament and ‘I’ confesses his experiences 
with the teacher and publishes the teacher’s testament. The Nogi’s death is within the teacher’s 
confession and the teacher’s death is within the confession by ‘I’. These forms of confessions 
enable Sōseki to avoid confessing the ‘truth’ of the deaths. Using the Adorno’s term, Sōseki stays 
away from the “identity thinking” which reduces phenomena into fixed concepts and categories 
(Cook 2014: 9-10; see Chapter 2). Instead of diffracting the ‘truth’ through confessions, Sōseki 
questions the very becomings of ‘individuals’ caused by the ‘identity thinking’.  
 
This attitude of Sōseki is more obvious in another novel75, Kōfu [The Miner] written in 1908. In 
the novel, a nineteen-years-old man (‘I’, the protagonist) from a privileged family in Tokyo, ran 
away from the house after having problems related to a love affair. He felt “a sort of disgust […] 
[at] people in general” (Natume 1988: 2176) and tried to go “where there [are] not people” (Ibid. 8) 
even though he was not sure where he is heading to. Meeting a recruiting broker by chance, the 
protagonist was asked if he wanted to give it a try to work as a miner. At the mine, some people 
of conscience advised him to go back to Tokyo, but he resolved to work as a miner. However, in 
the pre-employment physical checkup, the protagonist was diagnosed with bronchitis; it meant 
that he was not qualified to work in the mine. Therefore, he instead got a job to keep an accounting 
record at the mine. After five months, he went back to Tokyo.  
 
In The Miner, the narrator (the ‘I’ writing the novel) and the narrated (the ‘I’ experiencing the 
events) are clearly diffracted. From the very beginning, the story is interrupted by some comments 
of ‘I’ who is writing the novel. When the protagonist was asked by the broker if he would surely 
take the job, he answered, “I’m planning to”. The narrator analyses this way of answering as fol-
lows:  
 
                                                             
 
75 However, Sōseki did not call it a novel. For further details, see the discussion in the following Chapter 5.2.2.  
76 I utilised an English version of the novel. 
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Apparently, I was willing to do anything within reason but still wanted to leave myself 
an escape, which is probably why I said I was planning to take it. (I know it’s a little 
strange for me to be writing about myself in this tentative way, as though I were 
someone not myself, but humans are such inconsistent beings that we can’t say any-
thing for certain about them – even when they’re us. And when it comes to past events, 
it’s even worse: there’s no distinguishing between ourselves and other people. The 
best we can say is ‘probably’ or ‘apparently’. I may be accused of irresponsibility for 
this, but there’s no getting around it, because it’s true. Which is why I intend to con-
tinue with this approach whenever anything doubtful comes up.)” (Natsume 1988: 10, 
emphasis in original) 

 
Regarding The Miner, Sōseki himself commented that he was aware that this “retrospective nar-
ration” would interrupt readers from concentrating on the story but he wanted to give it try to 
“dissect” the character’s thoughts and acts (Rubin 1988: 172). However, more than a matter of 
techniques, it seems that Sōseki impugns the very concept of ‘literature’ and ‘confession’ in The 
Miner. The protagonist in this novel questions if he is qualified to be the protagonist in the first 
place, but concludes that “I’m sure that if I were to set down my foggy-brained determination in 
all its fogginess, then even I would be fully qualified to become the protagonist of a novel” 
(Natsume 1988: 23). This echoes with Sōseki’s scepticism of the solid definitions (that is, the 
‘identity-thinking’) expressed in the speech, Civilisation and Enlightenment in Contemporary Ja-
pan in 1911. In this speech, instead of rigid definitions, Sōseki proposes the “foggy” definitions, 
suggesting that “[…] [f]oggy definition is enough as long as you can distinguish it from others” 
(Natsume 1968a: 404, translation from Japanese by the author). This has a similarity in Barad’s 
idea of the diffraction in the sense that Sōseki is dubious about the fixed and unchanging categories 
and instead claims to capture the “foggy” contours of things, that is, the diffracted concepts.  

5.2.2. Unfathomable Becomings of the Subject 
Sōseki’s interest in diffraction is reflected upon how he deliberately explored becomings of the 
character in a novel as well as the novel itself. Again, in The Miner, the narrator says: 
 

“It seems like something that could turn into a novel, yet it never does. There’s some-
thing pure about that, something free of the stench of everyday life that I find refresh-
ing. […] On a larger scale, it’s true of this whole book. All I’m doing here is recording 
facts that don’t fall together. There’s no novelistic fabrication involved, so it’s not 
interesting the way a novel is. But it’s a lot more mysterious than a novel. Natural 
facts, which have been dramatized by fate, are freer of laws than a novel devised by 
human design” (Natsume 1988: 71, emphasis added).  

 
However, in fact, there was fabrication involved77. In the first place, the story is not based on 
Sōseki’s own experience but on a young man who visited Sōseki. Sōseki first suggested the man 
to write a novel by himself but finally accepted to make his story into the novel, The Miner (Rubin 
1988: 167, 171). However, the point is that Sōseki did not make it as travel literature nor socialist 
literature describing the poor working condition of the miners78 (Ibid. 167) but presented it as a 
text that is not ‘novelistic’. To better understand this, it is worth comparing Sōseki’s insistence 
above that “[a]ll I’m doing here is recording facts that don’t fall together” with an opinion by one 

                                                             
 
77 The ideas of literary fabrications or fictionalities are quite complex. For instance, there are multiple types of fictionalities such 
as fictionalities in narratives themselves, retrospections of the past (e.g. autobiographies), imagining the past or somewhere with 
available traces (e.g. historical novels), and describing imaginary worlds (e.g. fairy tales) (Suzuki 2014: 141). However, this thesis 
does not delve into these concepts.  
78 The man who visited Sōseki was working at the Ashio copper mine, which caused the infamous pollution as discussed in Chapter 
1.1.2.  
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of the naturalist writers, Shimamura Hōgetsu. In an essay published in 1907, Hōgetsu claims that 
“there is a core formed by the feeling inside of the writer’s mind which unifies the scattered sen-
tences in addition to the sentences themselves” (qtd. in Yamashita 1999: 21, translation from Jap-
anese by the author). Therefore, even though the simultaneous diffraction between ‘landscape’ (or 
something to be observed) and the inner ‘self’ (as an observer) was clearer in naturalism, Sōseki 
purposely formulated his novels so that the clear-cut diffractions would not occur79. This Sōseki’s 
approach reflects his understanding of ‘confessions’ and ‘nature’ different from both naturalism 
and White-Birch School.  
 
In terms of the confessional novel, Sōseki was probably not concerned with who confesses about 
whom, considering a passage in The Miner quoted above which articulates that ‘when it comes to 
past events, […] there’s no distinguishing between ourselves and other people’. This attitude dif-
fers from naturalists and White Birch School writers who explored ways of confessing about ‘self’. 
Naturalists set up and justified their subjectivities as being capable of unveiling the ‘truth’ or ‘na-
ture’ in humans by objectifying ‘self’ through their confessions. White Birch School writers, on 
the other hand, did not obviously diffract self as the subject and object as they aimed to encompass 
‘nature’, ‘humans’ and even ‘objectivity’ under their subjectivities. In spite of their differences, 
both literary groups had faith in confessions by the subject as a means of uncovering the ‘truth’ of 
humans (see also Kobayashi 1975: 309). In contrast, through The Miner, Sōseki calls this faith into 
question. ‘Nature’ or ‘truth’ are, for Sōseki, somewhere beyond the reach of the subject or a nar-
rator, which cannot be uncovered by confessions. In other words, Sōseki was aware of artificial 
becomings of ‘self’ or the ‘individual’ caused by novels with confessions which are inevitably 
accompanied by agential-cuts, namely, the cuts between the subject to confess and the object to 
be confessed.  
 
Nonetheless, like naturalists and White Birch School writers, Sōseki also worked with the concept 
of ‘nature’ which resides in humans. The novel Sorekata [And Then] (1909) is here a good example 
to raise. In And Then, the protagonist, Daisuke, is a thirty-years-old man with no job, financially 
supported by his rich family. He hands over his girlfriend (Michiyo) to his friend (Hiraoka). 
Hiraoka who does not know about their relationship then asked Daisuke for help to get married to 
Michiyo and marries Michiyo. However, three years after their marriage, Daisuke resolves to take 
Michiyo back. Michiyo agrees to divorce with Hiraoka and Daisuke successfully persuades 
Hiraoka to divorce. However, because of his act, Daisuke’s family cuts ties with him and stops 
supporting him financially. The novel ends with Daisuke wandering in a city, being perturbed by 
both his own and Michiyo’s future without a job.  
 
The word ‘nature’ is a keyword when Daisuke explains why he must get Michiyo back, as can be 
seen in these sentences:  
 

“Now, I’ve as good as committed a crime in the eyes of society. But this is the way I 
was born, so it’s more natural for me that I should commit this crime” (Natsume 
1997: 21080, emphasis added). 
 
“If only my mind had been as ripe as it is now, there might have been another solution, 
but unfortunately, I was young, and so I was much too scornful of nature. […] Please, 
Hiraoka, forgive me. As you can see, nature has taken its revenge on me and I bow 
my head before you in apology” (Ibid. 247, emphasis added). 

 
                                                             
 
79 Sōseki himself acknowledged both positive and negative sides of naturalism, remarking that naturalism is based on “faithful 
description[s] of actual life” but is often biased and emphasises too much on the flaws of human beings for the purpose of  “repre-
sent[ing]” the “life” deeply (Yamashita 1999: 25-27; The quoted are English words Sōseki himself used).  
80 I utilized an English version of this novel.  
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In regard to this understanding of ‘nature’, the White Birch School writer, Mushakōji published 
an article commenting about And Then in 1910. Mushakōji sees a question Sōseki poses in this 
novel as a double-bind situation in which if one follows one’s ‘nature’, one is excluded from so-
ciety, but if one follows society, one is excluded from one’s inner ‘nature’ (Mushakōji 1971: 19). 
However, Mushakōji opines out that Sōseki in the novel seems to give up finding a harmony be-
tween society and nature, but Mushakōji himself believes that he could achieve this harmony. And, 
if he does, he says, “I would harmonise society into nature, instead of harmonising nature into 
society” (Ibid. 21, translation from Japanese by the author). While Mushakōji here refers to the 
discursive ‘nature’, Sōseki seems to have been interested in ‘nature’ in the physical sense. For 
instance, in a scene when Daisuke becomes desperate due to his unemployment, Sōseki writes:  
 

“After he had surveyed the entire realm of occupations, his eye came to the vagabond 
and rested. He clearly perceived his own shadow in the crowd of beggars that roamed 
between man and beast. What pained him most about an existence of degradation was 
that it destroyed freedom of the spirit. When his body was besmirched with every 
kind of filth, how far his heart and mind would sink! Daisuke shuddered” (Natsume 
1997: 227).  

 
A sense of body also appears in The Miner, for example, when the protagonist is on the train: 

 
“[…] I felt sick and changed my seat once when a pus-eyed man covered with boils 
and pockmarks sat next to me. In retrospect, this seems pretty ridiculous. You 
wouldn’t expect someone who had run away from home and resolved to descend to 
the rank of the miners to be put off by most things, but still I didn’t want to sit close 
to anything so repulsive” (Natsume 1988: 29).  

 
For Sōseki, the ‘nature’ in the material body prevents human spirits to be fully autonomous and to 
be fully in control of one’s ‘self’. In a Sōseki’s early essay named Jinsei [The Life] in 1896, he 
writes:  
 

“If humans can preside over humans, if there exist no human lives outside of human 
lives which poets, intellectuals and novelists write down, human lives are stunningly 
convenient, and humans are impressively great. [However,] contingent situations oc-
cur in the world and unforeseen mind appears from the bottom of mind; they come 
out relentlessly and violently. Tsunami and earthquakes do not only occur in Sanriku 
and Nōbi81 but sleep in the centre of our own bodies. How terrifying and disturbing it 
is” (Natsume 1980: 403, translation from Japanese by the author).  

 
Analysing Sōseki’s different works, including this essay Jinsei, Karatani claims that for Sōseki the 
ontological unfathomableness of human beings caused an uneasiness of the very way being of 
humans (2001: 45-46). In other words, Sōseki was sensitive to the discursive and material becom-
ings of human subjects over which subjects themselves are not necessarily capable of being in full 
control. Sōseki seems to be careful not to produce agential-cuts between the subject and the object 
through his act of writing novel or to set himself as an omnipotent narrator who controls the be-
comings of the characters in a novel. The emphasis on ‘natural facts’ more than ‘novelistic fabri-
cations’ can be construed as a form of realism Sōseki developed82 (Ogura 1983: 18-19). The char-
acters in the novels by Sōseki analysed in this chapter are narrated in a way that the ‘truth’ of their 
motivations is equivocal. In Kokoro, the teacher calls himself as ‘this strange person that is myself’. 
                                                             
 
81 Sanriku is the region where the massive earthquake and tsunami occurred in 1896. Nōbi is another region where the devasted 
earthquake happened in 1891.  
82 Sōseki worked with naturalism and realism in makings of his own literary styles through his career (Yamashita 1999: 23-29). 
Analyzing Sōseki’s notes on The Principles of Psychology by William James, which Sōseki seemed to read in around 1907-1908, 
Ogura (1893) argues that Sōseki incorporated the object descriptions of realism with James’s interest in continuous phycological 
changes in human minds and put it into practice in The Miner.  
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In And Then, Daisuke construes his action as a result that ‘nature has taken its revenge on me’. 
And, in The Miner, the protagonist ‘I’ say that ‘humans are such inconsistent beings that we can’t 
say anything for certain about them’. These novels of Sōseki reveal a fluidity of diffractions of 
‘self’, the ‘subject’ and the ‘object’ as well as becomings of ‘truth’, ‘nature’ and ‘literature’ hap-
pening within and through the novels.  
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Discussion 

In Chapters 4 and 5, I have scrutinised various diffractions of the subject and the object within 
novels and through the very acts of writing a novel. In Chapter 4, I showed how Japanese natural-
ism incorporated a strand of different literary movements in Europe in relation to the making of 
the modern Japanese literature. I analysed how naturalists, especially Tayama Katai (1872-1930), 
through the confessional ‘I-novel’ form, diffracted their subjectivities as writers by introspections 
of the inner side of humans and by diffracting what is ‘natural’. Here, the simultaneous becomings 
of the ‘landscape’ (the object to be observed) and the inner ‘self’ (the observer) were obvious, as 
Karatani suggested in his analysis of landscape (see Chapter 4.1.2). In Chapter 5, among the liter-
ary groups critical to naturalism, I examined White Birch School writers, who shared a more ex-
treme form of individualism. The scrutiny of a novel by Shiga Naoya (1883-1971) revealed an 
alternative form of confession in ‘I-novels’, which emphasises the world of ‘self’ as the observer 
instead of the observed ‘self’. Another White Birch School writer, Mushakōji Saneatsu (1885-
1976) was raised as an example of the idea of the subjectivity under which both ‘nature’ and other 
humans reside. These White Birch School writers strived for reconciling ‘self’ as the subject and 
‘self’ as the object in their confessional novels so as to engulf both the objectivity and universal 
‘nature’ by their subjectivities. In contrast, Natume Sōseki (1867-1916) was sceptical to both nat-
uralism and White Birch School in terms of their confidence in the subject as an observer and a 
narrator. Sōseki challenged the very idea of ‘novels’ and the ‘subject’ by showing the arbitrariness 
of agential-cuts between the subject (the observer) and the object (the observed to be uncovered 
its ‘truth’ or ‘nature’) caused within and through literature. In this last chapter, based on these 
analyses, I would like to explore how these debates from the early twentieth century in the emer-
gence of Japanese ‘modern’ literature contribute to an understanding of the Japanese ‘love of na-
ture’.  

6.1. Re-examining Japanese Literary History from Diffractions  
As have been discussed in previous chapters, Japanese modern literature had been under the influ-
ence of western currents of thoughts. In regard to the adaptations of western thoughts in Japan in 
general, Maruyama Masao observes that the “traditional” and the ‘imported’ thoughts have existed 
side by side without resulting in a deep comparison or confrontation, which has caused what he 
calls as the “mixed intellectual residence” within Japanese people (Maruyama 1961: 2, 12, 63-64, 
translation from Japanese by the author). This situation was already pointed out during the Meiji 
period by Nakae Chōmin (1847-1901). In 1901, in his essay named Ichinen-yūhan [One and a half 
years], Chōmin insists that “Japan has never had philosophy since antiquity to the present”, argu-
ing that there have been no Japanese people who established a systematic knowledge to be called 
philosophy (Nakae 1983: 155-156, translation from Japanese by the author). In 1998, three of the 
most well-known Japanese philosophers and critics published a book titled Nihonjin ha Shisō 
shitaka [Have Japanese people ever developed thoughts?] (Yoshimoto et al. 1998). In the opening 
round-table talk, Yoshimoto Takaaki points out that Japanese thoughts since the antiquity tend to 
be “thoughts about something concrete” – such as tea ceremony and performing arts – rather than 
structured or abstract thoughts (Ibid. 16, translation from Japanese by the author). Agreeing with 
Yoshimoto, Umehara Takeshi remarks that Japan does not have any counterparts of western phi-
losophy and that even famous Buddhists and Confucianists did not have meticulous thoughts like 
western philosophers (Ibid. 18-20). Both Yoshimoto and Umehra argue that elaborated Japanese 
thoughts can be seen rather in religions, literature, and daily customs (Ibid. 20-21, emphasis 
added). Karatani Kōjin, who I owe a lot to this project because of his careful analyses of Sōseki’s 
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works, expresses a similar opinion. The back cover of one of his books, Zouho Sōseki-ron shūsei 
[An enlarged edition: Anthology of studies on Sōseki] (2001) quotes his words saying: “I have read 
Sōseki in the same way I read K. Marx”. Following these arguments and opinions, I argue that to 
trace modern Japanese literary history is to trace a part of intellectual history in Japan.  
 
As I have shown here, the concepts of ‘individual’, ‘society’ and ‘nature’ were inextricably related 
to the issue of how to make modern Japanese literature (see also Naff 2011: 24; Andō 2012). 
Writers had to seek a way to be a ‘modern’ writer as well as to find a new form of narratives and 
techniques and characters in their works (Naff 2011: 24). By analysing different literary move-
ments at the beginning of the twentieth century, I have illustrated how different authors have strug-
gled with the issue of ‘self’, which also affected their understandings of ‘nature’, the ‘subject’ and 
the ‘object’. By utilising the idea of diffractions as a theoretical framework, I have shown how 
agential-cuts between the subject and the object varied among different literary groups and authors. 
Even though the concept of the ‘individual’ back then was not identical with that of ‘individual’ 
after WWII, writers were continuously struggling in working with the idea of ‘self’ through their 
works at the same time participating in the making of ‘modern’ Japanese literature. The concept 
‘nature’ was entangled with this trend. Even though a sense of ‘being one with nature’ was already 
seen in the early twentieth century, it was more about the metaphysical idea of the universal ‘nature’ 
rather than the ‘ecological’ one in the contemporary sense. Indeed, some scholars pointed out that 
this aesthetic feeling of transcending unity rather prepared ground for a sense of euphoria in the 
coming totalism before and during WWII (Andō 2012: 200; Shields 2018: 171). Therefore, it 
would be a hasty conclusion to find an example of Japanese good rapport with nature here. Sōseki 
seemed to be interested in ‘nature’ as an ontological concept as well, but he also worked primarily 
with the concept of ‘nature’ in terms of becomings of characters or techniques of novels. Therefore, 
the concept ‘nature’ remained to be mainly a metaphysical concept, at least in the literary works 
analysed in this thesis: as a concept signifying ‘daily-experiences” in the context of realism, the 
inner ‘truth’ of humans, or something beyond humans’ control and understanding. Based on this 
analysis, I argue that the lack of autonomous ‘self’ and the ‘love of nature’ in Japanese literature 
cannot be attributed solely to the modern Japanese literature at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury or ‘I-novels’. Even though the scope of this thesis is limited and does not trace the later history 
of the emergence of the modern literary history in Japan, I believe that I showed a necessity of 
further exploration in this field from an anti-essential ecocritical point of view. A close re-exami-
nation of modern literary history would reveal a more nuanced understanding of how Japanese 
writers have engaged with the idea of ‘self’ and ‘nature’ without making sweeping assumptions 
such as those quoted in the beginning of this thesis that Japanese culture including literature has 
expressed the ‘love of nature’ backed by the lack of autonomous ‘self’.  

6.2. Limitations and Concluding Remarks 
The focus of this thesis has meant that many things have been left out. First, in this paper, I did 
not go deep in the concept of the ‘author’ nor ‘readers’. When it comes to the subjectivity of the 
author, two types of the subject need to be considered: the author as a person and the author as a 
producer of the text, as theorists like Roland Barthes and Charles S. Peirce suggest (see Li 2014: 
49; Johansen 2002: 49-54). This aspect can also be seen in Foucault’s analysis of confessions when 
he argued that confessions produce the ‘self’, the ‘self’ as the subject and the ‘self’ as the object. 
However, this thesis did not pay much attention to the relation between the ‘self’ and the ‘self’ as 
the subject. Instead, in this thesis, I have focused on the author as a writer of the text, explicating 
becomings of the author as an observer and a narrator. The study of diffractions between two types 
of authors, however, would reveal more complex becomings of the subjectivity. For example, at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, with an expansion of the suburban area of Tokyo, some 
writers felt attached to the Musashi Plain (a western peripheral part of Tokyo) for their inspirations, 
and authors like Tokutomi Roka (1868-1927) also moved there (for further details, see Sand 2009). 
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Mushakōji and other several writers in the Taishō period (1912-1926) supported farmers or estab-
lished utopian communities (for more details, see Yiu 2006; Yiu 2008). The investigation of these 
activities of authors would enrich the discussion of becomings of their ‘selves’ as a person and 
their relations with ‘nature’ as the natural environment or lands83. In addition to this, this thesis did 
not include issues of readers. When it comes to readers’ participations of becomings, the idea of 
Jacques Rancière expressed in the book The Emancipated Spectator would be inspiring, in which 
Rancière rejects the conventional idea of spectators (or could be readers) as passive receivers of 
art works. In Chapter 4, I mentioned briefly how not only novel themselves but also related literary 
debates promoted becomings of naturalists’ novels and their ideas of ‘self’, but this thesis has 
weighed more on the side of producers of novels. 
Another limitation of this study is how I have classified some authors in different literary groups 
and have often represented these groups as fixed categories with some sort of generalizations. 
However, the literary groups at the beginning of the twentieth century were under the same influ-
ences, such as realism, symbolism, and Tolstoyism as I briefly mentioned. More nuanced differ-
ences and similarities and becomings within and among literary groups and writers could be stud-
ied by investigating how each writer worked with these influences over time. Furthermore, not all 
writers stayed in the same literary groups throughout their careers. Therefore, my discussions of 
naturalism and White Birth School as well as Japanese modern literature are still quite rough, even 
though I do point towards the internal contestations.  
Further limitation is the very selective representation of a few writers and the exclusion of many 
other important writers. For example, Izumi Kyōka (1873-1939) – known for his fantastic novels 
– wrote novels in which the untamed ‘nature’ is represented as ‘outside’ of human society in which 
something mysterious occurs. For instance, in one of Kyōka’s most famous novels, Kōya-hijiri 
[The Saint of Mt.Koya] (1900), deep inside of the mountain is represented as a territory of super-
natural, cutting away from the secular human world. The same was as Kyōka admired pre-modern 
Japanese culture, Nagai Kafū (1879-1955) also wrote works showing nostalgia for pre-modern 
Japan. Kafū is usually classified in within the school of aestheticism, and Tanizaki Junichirō 
(1886-1965), also from the point of view of aestheticism, pursued the decadent beauty of sexuali-
ties (see Takimoto 1998: 73-77; Tōgō 1995: 53). Studies of these writers, for example, would 
illustrate more diverse understandings of concepts ‘nature’, ‘self’ and ‘humans’ at the beginning 
of the twentieth century Japan. Moreover, perhaps the strand I would have liked most to pursue 
further is another crucial current of literature in Japan, that is, the popular literature called taishū-
bungaku [mass-literature]. The ‘mass-literature’ developed partly as a written or new style of 
‘kōdan’84. Kōdan is a type of popular narrative art in which a narrator [kōdan-shi] entertains people 
by narrating historical stories with a rhythm. With the development of stenography in Japan, news-
papers during the Meiji period published kōdan stories85 recorded in shorthand. The vogue for 
recorded kōdan developed a new form of literature, which is similar to kōdan but more easily 
accessible, that is, mass-literature, especially after 192386 (for more detail, see Ozaki 1994; Suzuki 
2005). The primary genre of mass-literature was historical novels/period novels – stories set in the 
feudal period87 (Shinhune 1998: 99). The popularity of stories of the feudal society would cast 

                                                             
 
83 Those activities of authors would also be inspirational for socio-political contextual analyses, for example, an investigation of 
becomings of their subjectivities and literature in the context of the urbanisation of Tokyo.  
84 There is no consensus about the origin of ‘mass-literature’. However, it is often considered to be formed after the Meiji restoration, 
when “Japanese kōdan-related tradition and romances, detective novels, and science fictions imported from the west were con-
fronted, mingled or supported each other” (qtd. in Manabe 1967:3, translation from Japanese by the author). In addition to this, 
what is called jitsuroku [actual-records], especially dokufu-mono (a genre of poison-women, for more detail see Marran 2007), in 
newspapers, which narrate actual incidents with some fictional additions, also affected mass-literature (Ibid. 12-13).   
85 Not only kōdan, but also another popular narrative art, rakugo.  
86 Novels similar to historical novels were already produced by people working at newspaper companies since the middle of the 
Meiji period (Manabe 1967: 13-14).  
87 According to Ozaki, the typical protagonist of period novels is a man (1) living in the feudal society but resisting to the feudal 
social order, (2) a master swordsman (having the power to resist), and (3) is popular with women (so that the novel can describe 
love affairs) (1994: 18). 
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another perspective on Japanese modernisation in general and also give an entirely different per-
spectives of diffractions of ‘self’ and ‘nature’ than the academic elite authors that have been re-
viewed here.  
In spite of these limitations, I acknowledge that this project has opened up a new way to investigate 
Japanese literary history. Just like environmental history has explored non-anthropocentric ways 
to narrate history, it is significant to ecologise literary history to better understand how literature 
has been involved in makings of human-nature relationships. Even though further investigations 
are required to map out the historical views and negotiations of becomings of the ‘individual’ and 
‘nature’ in modern Japanese literature, an ecocritical analysis with a focus of diffractions enabled 
me to examine and compare different literary groups and writers at the very birth of ‘modern’ 
Japanese literature without essentialising the subject/object boundary. The analyses, though not 
complete and many authors and genres left out, have shown the potential of anti-essential ecocrit-
icism to ecologise literary history by scrutinising intra-actions instead of interactions of concepts 
as well as the potential of re-analysing Japanese literary history from anti-essential perspectives 
for a more nuanced understanding of definition of ‘self’ and ‘nature’ in Japanese culture and liter-
ature. 
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Appendices 

1. Table 1 
culture nature 
reason nature 
male female 
mind body (nature) 
master slave 
reason matter (physicality) 
rationality animality (nature) 
reason emotion (nature) 
mind, spirit nature 
freedom necessity (nature) 
universal particular 
human nature (non-human) 
civilized primitive (nature) 
production reproduction (nature) 
public private 
subject object 
self other 

Primary dualistic divides in Western history (Plumwood 1993: 43) 

2. Glossary  
 

Akutagawa Ryūnosuke 芥川龍之介 

Arishima Takeo 有島武郎 

bungotai 文語体 

bushidō 武士道 

dokufu-mono 毒婦物 

genbun-icchi 言文一致 

Gendai nihon no kaika 現代日本の開化 

Genji monogatari 源氏物語 

Futon 蒲団 

haiku 俳句 

Haga Yaichi  芳賀矢一 

honkaku-shōsetsu 本格小説 

Hototogisu  不如帰 

Ichinen-yūhan 一年有半 

Izumi Kyōka  泉鏡花 

‘Jiko no tame’ oyobi sonohoka ni tsuite 「自己の爲」及び其他について 

jitsuroku 実録 

kankyō mondai 環境問題 
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Katagami Tengen  片上天弦 

Kawabata Yasunari 川端康成 

kindaiteki-jiga 近代的自我 

Kinosaki nite 城の崎にて 

kokoro こころ 

kokugaku 国学 

Kokumin-sei jūron 国民性十論 

Konjikiyasha  金色夜叉 

kōdan 講談 

kōdan-shi 講談師 

Kōfu 坑夫 

kōgai 公害 

kōgotai 口語体 

Kōya-hijiri 高野聖 

Jinsei 人生 

jun-bungaku  純文学 

junshi 殉死 

Masamune Hakuchō 正宗白鳥 

Motoori Norinaga 本居宣長 

Mushakōji Saneatsu 武者小路実篤 

Nagai Kafū 永井荷風 

Nagayo Yoshirō 長与善郎 

Nakae Chōmin 中江兆民 

Nakamura Murao 中村武羅夫 

Nakazato Kaizan 中里介山 

Natsume Sōseki 夏目漱石 
Nogi Maresuke 乃木希典 
Ozaki kōyō 尾崎紅葉 

rakugo 落語 

Satomi Ton  里見弴 
sei  性 

‘Sei’ ni okeru kokoromi 『生』に於ける試み 

seiyō 西洋 
shakai 社会 
Shiga Naoya 志賀直哉 

Shimamura Hōgetsu 島村抱月 

Shimazaki Tōson 島崎藤村 

shirakaba-ha 白樺派 
shizen 自然 

shizenshugi  自然主義 
Shumi 趣味 
Sorekara  それから 

taishū-bungaku  大衆文学 

Takahama Kyoshi 高浜虚子 

Tanizaki Junichirō 谷崎潤一郎 

tanka 短歌 

Tayama Katai 田山花袋 

tennen 天然 

Tokuda Shūsei 徳田秋声 
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Tokutomi Roka 徳富蘆花 

Tsubouchi Shōyō  坪内逍遥 

Tsuma 妻 
Watakushi no kojinshugi 私の個人主義 

watakushi-shōsetsu/shi-shōsetsu 私小説 

 
 
 


